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PALM BEACH

POMPANO PARK

Nov12
7-11pm
Esplanade Park,
Downtown Ft. Lauderdale

Sponsored by

Special Guest MC

Doc Reno

GA $30* in advance/$40 at the gate
VIP $70* in advance/$80 at the gate

*Prepay available until noon on 11/12/2011. Limited tickets available. No re-entry.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Visit www.NewTimesBeerfest.com

SISTER HAZEL
OPENING ACT: BOBBY LEE RODGERS

OFFICIAL AFTER PARTY
AT AMERICA’S BACKYARD
PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS:
Bar-B-Q Jack’s, Bru’s Room, JC Wahoo’s,Moby Rick’s Rock n Roll
Bar-B-Q, Miller’s Ale House and Moe’s Southwest
VIP INCLUDES:
Liquor, premium stage views, food samples from Bravo Restaurant,
Charm City Burgers, Eco Yogurt Lounge,New River Pizza, Pizza Fusion
and more
BEERFEST BEERS
AB InBev|Abita Purple Haze|Abita Amber|Abita Turbo Dog|Alexander Keith’s Nova Scotia Style Brown Ale|
Alexander Keith’s Nova Scotia Style Pale Ale|America’s Backyard pouring Miller Lite|Asahi Super Dry|
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Bacardi (various styles)|Beach Bum Blonde Ale|BJ’s Brewhouse Oktoberfest|BJ’s Brewhouse Jeremiah Red|
BJ’s Brewhouse Piranha Ale|BJ’s Brewhouse Blonde|Blue Moon|Boca Biergarten pouring Spaten
BrewBox Miami|Brooklyn Black Chocolate Stout|Brooklyn Brown Ale|Brooklyn Lager|Brooklyn Local 1
Brooklyn Local 2|Brooklyn Sorachi Ace|Brooklyn Winter Ale|Bud Light Chelada|Budweiser|Budweiser Select 55
Carib Royal Extra Stout|Carib Shandy Lime|Carib Shandy Ginger|Carib Shandy Sorrell|Carib Royal Extra Stout
Carib Shady|Chang Beer|Estrella Damm|Famosa Lager Beer|Florida Beer Florida Lager|Florida Beer Swamp Ape
Four Loko (various styles)|Grolsch Lager|Hoegaarden|Holy Mackerel Golden Ale|Holy Mackerel Panic Attack
Joose Cherry Lime|Joose Green Apple|Joose Mango|Joose Raspberry Lemonade|Joose Strawberry Kiwi
Kona Fire Rock|Kona Longboard Ale|Lagunitas IPA|Lagunitas Pilsner|Lagunitas Hop Stoopid Ale|Land Shark Lager
Lemonade|Margaritaville Spiked Tea|Mike’s Hard Blackberry Lemonade|Mike’s Hard Cranberry Lemonade
Miller’s Ale House pouring: Miller Lite, Blue Moon, New Castle and Yuengling|Miller Lite|Misfits Homebrew

Partial event
proceeds to benefit

Narragansett Lager Can|New Castle Brown Ale|Pabst Blue Ribbon|Palm|Prestige Beer|Radeberger Pilsner
Rolling Rock|Rolling Rock Light|Select 55|Shiner Blonde|Shiner Oktoberfest|Shipyard Export|Shipyard Prelude
Staropramen|Starr Hill (various styles)|Stella|Tap 42 pouring Breckenridge Vanilla Porter and Agave Wheat
Tiger Beer|TONA|Winter Ale|Woodchuck Amber|Woodchuck Granny Smith|Woodchuck Pear|Woodchuck
Seasonal|Yuengling Light Lager|Yuengling Traditional Lager|Yuengling Black & Tan|And Many More To Come...
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Leffe|Magic Hat #9|Magic Hat Circus Boy|Magners Original Cider|Magners Pear Cider|Margaritaville Spiked
Mike’s Hard Lemondade|Mike’s Hard Limeade|Mike’s Hard Lite Lemonade|Mike’s Hard Seasonal Lemonade
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Upscale Women’s
Consignment
• BCBG
• Bebe
• Marciano
• Marc Jacobs
• Michael Kors
• Rock & Republic
• Theory
• Tory Burch
• Versace

$5 OF
F
$25
or
more

Open Tues – Sat
2665 East Oakland Park Blvd. Ft. Lauderdale
954.563.5559

www.sistersclosetboutique.com
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Art Director Miche Ratto

Samsung

Galaxly Previal
only $179.99
• Wireless web
• GPS enabled
• Stereo bluetooth capable
• 2MP camera with video
• Android 2.2 with
Android Market
• 3.2” touchscreen
• Email & IM
(Gmail, MSN, Yahoo)

No Limit Mobile

915 State Road 84 Ft. Lauderdale 33316 • 954.761.3710
(Next to Winn Dixie)
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NEWS
6 Elephants Win

in Margate

The circus is still coming, but next
time, it will have to leave the cattle
prods at home.
BY MATTHEW HENDLEY
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of Darkness
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There’s a Temporary Solution”

At Beerfest, sip from the gauntlet of
a hundred brews.
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READ MORE FRESHLY
SQUEEZED NEWS DAILY AT
BROWARDPALMBEACH.COM.

ANIMAL RIGHTS

ELEPHANTS WIN
IN MARGATE
COMMISSION VOTE SURPRISES
ANIMAL-RIGHTS ACTIVISTS.
BY MATTHEW HENDLEY
The Cole Brothers Circus will still be rolling through Margate this year, but the
scores of residents and animal-rights
activists that showed up to a City Commission meeting on November 2 may have
prevented it from happening again.
After hearing about Cole Brothers’ alleged
lengthy history of mistreating animals — specifically elephants — the commission agreed
to place an item on the next meeting’s agenda

The
to ban instruments like bull hooks and electric
prods that are used to mistreat the animals.
“This circus will still go on, but in the
future, if they use or have those instruments, they can’t come into the city,” Margate Mayor Pam Donovan tells the Pulp.
The vote came as a surprise to many.
Just one day earlier, Donovan had written a hopeless-sounding email to the Pulp,
saying the commission “cannot regulate
every wrong thing in the world or we
would not allow anything in our city.”
But as Commissioner Lesa Peerman
wrote in the comments section of a New
Times article after the vote, “The activist
spoke well, presented their case respectfully and the Mayor suggested putting on
the agenda to not allow bullhooks or the
electric prodding thingey in the city of Margate. The speakers gave us an option, one we
could work with. There was not anything
we could do about this year but I am pretty

P

ulp

sure that a circus with ‘wild’ animals will
not be coming to Margate in the future.”
Animal-rights activist Ana Campos
said in an email that the commission’s
move was “shocking” (in all-caps with
two exclamation points) and thanked the
mayor and commission for being “incredibly gracious” and “open-minded.”
“We had over ten speakers, 60 people
who showed up, and over 100 called
and emailed City Hall!” she says. “Our
voices mattered! This is proof.”

DRUGS

SO, IS SYNTHETIC
WEED ILLEGAL
OR WHAT?
AN EXPERT SETS US STRAIGHT.
BY MATTHEW HENDLEY
Here’s the short answer: Synthetic weed, also
sometimes called “herbal incense,” generally isn’t illegal, but some of the chemicals
that can be used to make it are illegal.
Because the longer answer is much more
complicated, Boca Raton lawyer Thomas
Wright III is busy these days, fielding 15 to
20 cold calls per day from people who find
him online, asking him whether the herbal
incense they’ve bought, sold, or manufactured is legal. Wright recently established an
“herbal incense compliance and testing division” at his law firm, Siegel Siegel & Wright.
After two West Palm Beach head-shop
workers were arrested in late October and
a PSA from the sheriff’s office warned
businesses about selling synthetic pot,
Wright offered to clear up the subject.
On March 1, five chemicals were added to
Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act:
JWH-018, JWH-073, JWH-200, CP-47497,
and cannabicyclohexanol. That’s led to the
impression — and what Wright calls a “scare
tactic” by authorities — that all synthetic
weed is illegal. It is only if the false weed
has the above-mentioned chemicals in it.
Since most people aren’t chemists, how
can they know when they buy a package
of “Spice” or “Mr. Nice Guy” (two of the
common brand names) whether it includes
one of the banned chemicals? It’s almost
impossible. Wright says a lot of the brands
of synthetic weed are imported from overseas. The chemicals used are not listed on
the packaging, and even if they were, there’d
be no way to tell whether the list was accurate, except for expensive lab testing.

“People are not particularly educated
on this,” he says. “I don’t think the people
who are selling this know what it is.”
Wright says that scientific research
about these chemicals is scant and that
politicians are banning substances “based
on political aspirations and fear.”
Although some herbal incense products
are made entirely of legal chemicals, people
possessing them could potentially be prosecuted under the Federal Analog Act, which
calls for any substance that’s “substantially
similar” to a banned substance to be treated
as if it were illegal. The law, however, doesn’t
apply to drugs that are “not intended for
human consumption.” If you’ve ever seen
a package of herbal incense, it likely has
that exact phrase right on the label.
There are other loopholes in the underworld of emerging synthetic drugs. For
example, the psychedelic drug 2C-B is a
banned substance. Many of the 26 other
similar substances in the 2C family, which
aren’t explicitly illegal, can be purchased
on the internet by anyone as a research
drug. The same goes for synthetic versions
of DMT, which is widely considered to
be the most intense psychedelic drug out
there. You can grab one of the synthetic
kinds, like 5-MeO-DALT, on the web.
In May, some friends throwing a party in
Oklahoma decided to pitch in and get some
2C-E that they bought online as a research
drug. Instead, they received a drug called
Bromo-DragonFLY, another psychedelic drug
similar to LSD, although it was labeled as 2CE. The dosages between the two drugs are
radically different, which led to two people
dying and the rest of them tripping their asses
off. The man who bought the drug now faces
a murder charge, even though all the people
involved consented to the purchase and use.
The confusion over synthetic drugs
has created a conundrum for law enforcement. Wright says you could put three piles
of herbal incense on a table and let all the
cops from Miami-Dade to Palm Beach try to
identify what’s illegal and what’s not. Good
luck. Cops would have to chemically test
each substance — which can cost $2,000
per test, and the results take a week to get
back. In the West Palm Beach case, the Palm
Beach County Sheriff’s Office spent three
months investigating and buying false weed
from Hidden Treasure Smoke Shop before
arresting the owner and an employee on
felony drug charges. Investigations can be
expensive, time-consuming, and even fruitless. There is potential for people to be arrested and booked into jail only to have the
substance turn out to be perfectly legal.
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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DEERFIELD BEACH
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CORAL SPRINGS
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T

he weekend begins at the American Legion Riders Post
81 in Melbourne, where plates are piled high with fried
chicken, mashed potatoes, and stewed green beans.
Before Finley and the four other young veterans can get
their hands greasy, the crowd rises to its feet around them. A

woman with a microphone launches into “God Bless America.”
Hands over hearts, the crowd sings along. The veterans sit at
their table of honor, trying not to chew obtrusively.
“You like to sing?” a white-haired lady, clearly intoxicated,
comes over to ask a quiet, handsome, brown-haired soldier.
This is Ryan Olech, a 30-year-old Army ranger who took two
bullets in Afghanistan. He got out of the service in July and is
now living with his wife in Pennsylvania, planning to attend
school for taxidermy next year.
“I don’t sing,” Olech tries to discourage the woman, who is
old enough to be his grandma. She keeps talking. Olech can’t
understand a word she’s saying.
Members of the American Legion post hover over the
vets’ shoulders, offering bottles of Bud and second helpings
of chicken they spent all day frying. “We really do appreciate
your service and your sacrifice and your contribution to the
American way,” one elderly man says, and the message is
repeated throughout the night.
A white cake with blue-flowered frosting appears. The
drunk lady returns to chat with Duane Wallace, the >> p10

November 10-November 16, 2011
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unit again, bonding with comrades over a long weekend. For
organizers, it’s a rare chance to give back, soothe the collective
guilt over what one volunteer calls a “worthless war.”
Airboat captain Scott Swartley cuts the motor. “Throw
out in from of ’im,” he tells his mate. The volunteer crew is
using heavy-duty fishing poles with wooden pegs to bait the
lizards, snaring them so they can be shot. But so far, the gators
are elusive. It’s 10:30 p.m. on October 1, and Finley has yet to
squeeze the trigger on his crossbow.
The men shift uneasily in their seats. There is so little they
can do. Finley is stalking an enemy renowned for its stealth
power, one that has stymied man for centuries.
A squeak of reel, a splash of bait hitting the water.
Finley leans forward, into the dark.

New Times Broward-Palm Beach
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T

he airboat captain is desperate to spot a gleaming pair
of eyes. In the middle of the St. Johns River, in the redneck heart of Florida, darkness is deepening, and a chill
envelops the swamp. For nearly five hours, six men have
sat on thinly padded seats, wearing earphones to muffle the
airboat’s roar. They swat prehistoric insects off one another
in silence. Wind rattles their jowls, slices through their jeans.
They chew tobacco to distract their empty stomachs.
In the front seat is a pale, thin, 24-year-old former Army
specialist with two dead weights for legs. His back aches, and
he shivers in the cold. Kyle Finley has been a duck hunter all his
life. He survived a rocket attack on his Humvee in Afghanistan
that left a ten-inch piece of shrapnel lodged in his leg. He knows
how to hunt and kill things. But this alligator hunt is different.
Finley is here thanks to the Wounded Warriors in Action
Foundation, a Florida-based nonprofit that takes combatwounded vets from Iraq and Afghanistan on hunting and fishing
vacations. On the tenth anniversary of America’s invasion of
Afghanistan, such groups are sprouting up around the country.
The goal is to help veterans heal by putting them back in a

9
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In the Heart of Darkness from p9
group’s master gator guide. He listens and nods
politely. Olech grins across the table.
“Seeing as you kids aren’t drinking,
I’ll drink for you,” the lady drawls.
Olech’s gaze shifts toward John McDaniel,
the founder of Wounded Warriors, who is
beside him telling war stories. Even with his
gray stubble and plaid shirt, McDaniel looks
like the retired Army lieutenant colonel he is:
broad shoulders, prodigious chest, twinkling
eyes, and a smile that could charm the Taliban. The men call him “sir” or “the colonel.”
When he began taking wounded vets on
trips five years ago, McDaniel was living in
Delray Beach, running a private aviation
company, Northstar Group in Boca Raton.
Back then, he and his wife paid for the vacations themselves — hunting on land the
couple owned in Wisconsin, fishing in Tampa
Bay and the Keys. McDaniel had taken similar
trips with buddies during his 20-year military
career. When he retired, he realized such
excursions could help soldiers “deal with
some of the wounds the doctors can’t fix.”
This year, he has 43 hunting trips serving 100 veterans nationwide — hog hunting
near Dallas, quail hunting in New York, elk
hunting in Washington State, duck hunting in Missouri. The annual Florida gator hunt is one of the most popular trips.
McDaniel, who now lives in Apollo Beach,
still doesn’t take a salary; his organization
depends on donations and volunteers.
At the post, it’s too noisy to hear the details of the colonel’s story, but it’s having the
desired effect. Olech and the other men lean
in toward McDaniel, laughing, nodding.
Across the table, Kevin Johnson discreetly
declines dessert. Johnson has a round, kind
face and earnest eyes behind his wire-framed
glasses. The 44-year-old former Army sergeant leans on a cane, necessary because of the
pain diabetes causes in his feet. During the first
Gulf War, he worked as an operating-room
tech at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington, D.C. He took a break from the
service, then enlisted in the Army National
Guard to serve in Iraq. In total, he gave 18 years
to the military. Now he lives in Minnesota and
is unable to work because of his disabilities.
His humble voice swells with pride
as he discusses his favorite subject: family. He gripes good-naturedly about driving his daughter to college forensics
classes and brags about buying his son a
car. Then he mentions that his 16-yearold son wants to join the military.
“No parent wants to see their child
go to war,” he says. “I’ve lost friends...
I can’t imagine what it’d be like to
be a parent and lose a child.”

T

he next morning, Gary Horn blinks the
sleep out of his eyes and pushes away a
breakfast plate of stale toast and shriveled motel Danish. It’s 8:30 a.m., and
the 26-year-old just got back to the motel two
hours ago. After leaving the American Legion
post, he and Finley stayed out all night drinking, swapping stories, strumming a guitar.
Horn’s face is beefy and pale, his ginger
hair disheveled, his lip scabbed. A mosaic of
tattoos covers his bare arms — Purple Heart
medal, Air Force combat medal, the symbol
of his E5 staff sergeant rank, the Police Men-

He doesn’t
remember
anything about
the crash, just
waking up
with his legs
paralyzed.
“I’m the most
unluckiest
person that
is alive.”
tor Team Viper logo, the Army combat medic
badge. He has a slow, South Carolina smile.
“I grew up in one of those towns,
when you leave, it’s already minus-one
on the sign, it’s so small,” he says.
After high school, Horn joined the Air
Force to get a job in medicine. He became
a combat medic and trained Afghan police officers to do the same. One of his
favorite photos from the war is of him armwrestling a grinning Afghan schoolboy.
In 2008, Horn was driving a Humvee on
patrol north of Kandahar. Just after sunset,
Taliban fighters ambushed him, launching a
rocket-propelled grenade through the window of his truck. The pressure blew a hole in
Horn’s eardrum. Shattered glass lodged in his
arm. He’d later learn he had herniated discs
and a traumatic brain injury. Yet he navigated
the truck to safety and kept chasing his Taliban attackers until 4 o’clock in the morning.
He was sent home to an early retirement, and that’s when things got tough.

Photos by Colby Katz

Veterans Kevin Johnson (top) and Kyle Finley traveled to Florida in hopes of bagging
trophy gators.
In his town near Clemson, South Carolina, there is no Army base, no Veterans
Administration hospital. Few people can
relate to what Horn’s been through. “When
you’re talking to somebody that doesn’t
understand, that hasn’t been there — it’s
like you’re talking to a brick wall,” he says.
“They don’t understand how surreal it is. To
them, it’s just another scene in a movie.”
Nightmares haunted him. During the
war, someone was always on guard while he
slept. At home, that comfort was gone. To
pass the long, sleepless nights, Horn taught
himself to play pool competitively. When
the sun came up, he struggled to sit through
college classes — his back ached; he couldn’t
concentrate. He recently switched to a technical college to pursue a paramedic’s license.
And he flew down here, to this waterfront
motel near Melbourne, to spend a week-

end hunting alligators with other combatwounded men. “You get to come and share
your stories with other vets,” he explains. “It’s
like a brother bond that never can be broken.”
As for killing gators, Horn says:
“That was a big incentive.”
When he steps outside the motel around
9 a.m., a swarm of motorcycles glints and
snorts in the sun. The America Legion Riders are revving up to escort the veterans to
an airboat club on the St. Johns River. Many
of the men, with their long hair tucked in
helmets, are Vietnam vets. Between them
and the younger soldiers lies a generation
of guilt and mistreatment. “These guys
are, in my eyes, the heroes,” Horn says.
McDaniel, standing outside chatting with
some of the riders, expresses a similar sentiment. “They’re just quietly healing by accepting and welcoming these guys home,” he says.
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y 10 o’clock, volunteers from the
Brevard County Airboat Association
have begun preparing lunch, roasting
wild hog on a spit. A small troop of
Boy Scouts is on hand to salute the wounded
warriors, and a young girl lilts through the
national anthem. Then the airboats roar off
for a brief orientation ride through the river.
Slashing through towering reeds, skimming
over lily pads, idling under green canopies of
trees, the river does its best impression of an
untouched, primordial paradise. The boats
pause at a clearing of solid mud beneath arches
of live oaks — a campground where the veterans will be able to rest while hunting tonight.
It’s a historic site, silent except for the chirping
of insects. Guides point out dark chunks of Native American pottery buried in the ground.
Wounded Warriors in Action’s mission
to heal wounded vets through hunting isn’t
a novel concept, just one that has enjoyed
renewed popularity thanks to the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. For at least two decades,
wilderness adventures have been used to heal

vets — with Outward Bound hikes, skiing in
Colorado, fly-fishing trips in Montana. In
the past few years, a wide range of nonprofit
groups has also begun taking them bear
hunting in West Virginia, pheasant hunting in Pennsylvania, hog hunting in Texas.
Although these trips are not included on the
Department of Veterans Affairs’ official list
of treatments for posttraumatic stress disorder, the basic healing properties of men
tromping through nature together are hard
to miss. Experts say this may hold true even
when the adventure involves putting deadly
weapons in the hands of men scarred by war.
Donald Stewart,a psychologist in Cocoa
Beach who treats veterans, says kayaking,
fishing, hiking, and other outdoor trips have
been “very, very successful” in helping the
men recover. “With PTSD — shooting guns
— ultimately, could it create flashbacks?
Sure it could create flashbacks,” Stewart
says. “But if an individual’s grown up hunting, it may also bring them comfort.”
Jonathan Shay, a Boston psychiatrist
and expert on treating trauma in Vietnam
veterans, adds that the bonding experience
among the veterans is key. “I hold the belief
that recovery happens only in community,”
he says. “This is almost always a com- >> p12
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“It’s like a brother bond that can never be broken,” says retired Army Sgt. Gary Horn.
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Turning to one of the riders, McDaniel’s megawatt smile widens. “Best
therapy there is: chucking primitive weapons at swamp lizards.”
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In the Heart of Darkness from p11
munity of other combat-wounded veterans.”
For lunch at the airboat clubhouse, volunteers bring out a spread of swamp delicacies
— barbecued wild hog, fried frog legs, and
gator cakes. As the plates fill up and the men
sit at long cafeteria tables, McDaniel asks the
veterans to stand and introduce themselves.
A short, wisecracking guy leaning on a
cane volunteers to go first. Greg Amira, 42,
stands at the front of the room and recites
the Hollywood-worthy biography he’s told
many times before. On 9/11, he was working
as a vice president for Morgan Stanley. His
office was in the South Tower of the World
Trade Center. When the plane hit, he was
on the phone with his wife. “Everyone got
rocked to their knees,” he remembers.
Amira began evacuating with his coworkers, but he couldn’t ignore the swarms of
injured people. “I’m Army-trained. My dad’s
a cop. I know what I’m doing.” He says he
ran into the lobby of the North Tower and
helped rescue a woman from an elevator.
Then the South Tower fell. Amira saw
sparks and flame. He passed out. A firefighter
shook him awake, but Amira was afraid to
leave. Finally, he made it outside in time to see
the North Tower begin to collapse. Debris hit
him. It’s the last thing he remembers clearly.
He was rescued with an elbow bone poking
out of his skin, “ranting and raving” about terrorists and other fears. For both physical and
mental reasons, he says social security considered him disabled. But he remained in the
Army Reserves and four years later was called
up to serve as a special-operations captain
doing economic development work in Iraq.
In January 2007, his convoy was hit by
an improvised explosive device. The truck
in front of him exploded and flipped into
a drainage ditch. Amira and a comrade
jumped out to rescue the injured men, swallowing sewage and chemical waste in the
murky water. The pollution burned Amira’s
esophagus and left him with the voice of a
lifelong smoker. His face was mangled by flying debris, and he suffered a traumatic brain
injury. He and his colleague were able to save
everyone but the company commander.
After delivering the short version of this
tale, Amira takes his seat. Before anyone in
the room can digest it, Horn stands up.
He rattles off his story in military
code: “Took an RPG to the window... TBI,
PTSD, two herniated discs.” He came
home. “Then it got hard,” he says.
Around him, the airboat club is tense
and hushed. Tables of men, wives, and
kids put down their barbecue-stained
napkins and hold their breath.
Olech, quiet and matter-of-fact as ever,
rises from his seat across the table. His voice
is startlingly calm. He was an Army ranger for
seven years, deployed four times to Iraq and
three to Afghanistan. The shooting came on
his sixth tour. He gestures to his left shoulder to illustrate the wounds — one bullet to
his biceps, the other fracturing his shoulder
and traveling down to pierce his lung.
Olech sits.
Kevin Johnson heaves to his feet, wearing a T-shirt that says, “I listen to the voices
in my tackle box.” In 2005, he was driving a
truck at a guard check point in Tikrit when
missiles blasted the site. A helicopter evacu-

“They’ll twitch, you’ll
get blood, they’ll
close their eyes, and
then it’s gator down.”

Photos by Colby Katz

John McDaniel (top) says hunting swamp
lizards is therapeutic.

ated him from the war zone with traumatic
brain injury and two herniated discs.
Now he uses the same short-hand
military code as Horn: “TBI,” “two herniated discs,” “got hit in Tikrit.”
Then the chatty Midwestern dad
pauses, his voice thick. People at the far
end of the table can see the mist blurring
his glasses. “This is kind of tear-jerking for
me,” he says. “Thanks for having me.”
Finley, sitting in his wheelchair at the end
of the table, is the last to address the group. A
military brat who grew up in Fort Campbell,
Kentucky, he joined the Army in 2005. In
Afghanistan, he drove a truck — “I was from

Kentucky, and I drove everything.” Until a
rocket tore the back of his Humvee. Despite
the shrapnel injury, he could still walk on
crutches when he left the war zone in 2008.
Two years ago, he signed up for this gator
hunt. But then he was in a car accident. He
doesn’t remember anything about the crash,
just waking up with his legs paralyzed. “I’m the
most unluckiest person that is alive,” he says.

T

he rest of the afternoon passes in a lull
of full stomachs and cold beer. In the
scratchy grass outside the clubhouse,
Finley parks his wheelchair in the
sun, trying to recuperate from his night of

partying. Horn leans across the lunch table
to share one of his proudest war stories. A
month before he was injured, one of the
police trucks in his group struck an IED.
Shrapnel hit a police officer in the femoral
artery and tore off his ankle. With blood
pouring from his leg, the man was in danger of bleeding to death. Horn patched him
up and stabilized him until help arrived.
“I loved it,” he says, his gaze
steady, his smile spreading. “I’d go
back tomorrow if I could.”
Soon the vets drive down the road to a boat
launch area, where a performer strums a steel
guitar and buckets of beer on ice appear. Amira,
who has kept to himself much of the day, grabs
a beer and joins the crew at a picnic table. Now
living near Tampa, Amira has started his own
nonprofit group, WoundedVets.org, and has
arranged events where he and other war heroes can enjoy all the perks the Hollywood set
offers. Scrolling through his digital camera, he
shows reams of pictures of himself at a Bruce
Springsteen concert, with Dan Aykroyd, with
Mariska Hargitay, on Jimmy Buffett’s boat.
Amira is the only vet on this trip who
didn’t grow up hunting. But he’s been doing it a lot since he got out of the war. “It’s
not so much the hunting part of it that
helps; it’s meeting the other veterans,
talking about your disabilities,” he says.
“That’s what helped me get through it.”
Now he’s eager to make gator-skin purses
for his daughter and fiancée. “I just figured
after going to Iraq and hunting humans, you
hunt animals, they don’t shoot back,” he says.
As the sun lowers into the water, the
men change into camouflage pants, baseball caps, and long-sleeved shirts. Horn
swipes black greasepaint under his eyes.
Wallace, the master gator guide, gives a
brief lesson on how to safely kill the beasts.
The men have a choice between shooting
with a crossbow or a giant spear that looks
lifted from Dances With Wolves. Those

other. He rests with a crossbow in his lap,
McDaniel beside him. The hunters cast out
another pig lung as bait and settle in to wait.
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far away to merit a shot. By early October, the gators on this river have already
been hunted for a few weeks. Plus, there’s
a cold front moving in tonight. The animals are scarce, skittish, and reluctant
to rise to the surface of the water.
Swartley cuts the motor. In the sudden
quiet, the swamp smells mossy and sweet.
Deftly, the captain leans down and plucks
another baby gator, less than a foot long,
from the muck. Everyone gets to touch
the clammy skin, feel the warm pulse. The
lizard’s jaws are cute and Kermit-sized.
“That’s the coolest thing I’ve ever
seen in my life,” Finley marvels.
“Now where’s its mama?”
someone wonders.
Anxiety wraps itself like a fog around
the men. Did Finley curse himself
>> p15
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sliver of moon rises in the sky.
The boat roars over undulating lily pads, gliding through
marsh and reeds. Riding high off
Amira’s victory, it’s natural for the men
to think the next kill will come quickly.
Swartley turns on his headlamp, scanning
the water for eyes. He pauses, leans over, and
snatches a gator — no more than three feet
long — from the water with his bare hands.
Another of the guides clamps a hand over
the lizard’s jaws, displaying him to Finley.
The guide is pulling back the gator’s eyelids, explaining something about anatomy,
when it suddenly wriggles out of his grasp.

A deadly swamp beast is now flopping
around the boat in front of a half-paralyzed
man. Finley’s leg begins to shake.
Seconds crawl by. The lizard
splashes back into the water.
“Well, anyway...,” Swartley says.
Off again they glide into inky water. The older hunter in front slides an
arm protectively around Finley’s shoulder, just as he’d done with Amira.
As the darkness deepens, the men
fall into a waiting routine. Hopes rise
and fall with the whirring of the airboat motor. Every time the boat slows,
there’s a flurry of expectation. They cast
a line, splash bait into the water. Someone hands Finley a crossbow, and he
leans forward to aim. Then, nothing.
The gators are either too small or too
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strong enough to lunge and squat start experimenting with throwing the spears.
Waving a skinning knife, Wallace explains the importance of hitting the gators in a special spot behind their eyes and
inserting the knife in the wound to make
sure the gator is dead. “They’ll twitch,
you’ll get blood, they’ll close their eyes,
and then it’s gator down,” he says.
The veterans climb on to separate airboats,
each accompanied by seasoned captains and
hunters who have donated hard-to-get alligator-hunting permits. “These guys deserve
it, you know,” says Dave Poppelein, one of the
hunting guides from the Airboat Association.
“What they go through for a worthless war —
all these guys getting crippled for nothing.”
Shortly after 6 p.m., the airboats roar
off toward the pink sunset. The men have
their mission, their unit, and a common
enemy. Capt. Swartley has gotten word
that one of his colleagues — dispatched
earlier in the evening to cast lines to bait
the animals — has a bite. Now one of the
veterans will have a chance to take a shot.
Amira’s boat takes off first. As it rumbles
through the swamp, an older volunteer
in the front seat discreetly puts an arm
around the veteran’s shoulder, holding
lightly to Amira’s life vest. When sharp
reeds jump out of the brush, the man
keeps them from swiping Amira’s face.
While the sky is still light, the boat
steers toward the gator that’s chomped
its enormous jaws onto the bait. The airboat men tug on the line, pulling it closer.
The sun glints blue and gold off the water. Dark eyes rise above the surface.
With the crossbow, Amira takes a
clean shot. He laughs and grabs the
“bang stick” — a weapon that fires
when rammed into the gator’s head.
With a loud pop, he finishes the job.
“Hoo-ah!” Amira shouts. “That bitch
be mine!” And he pops the stick again.
One of the guides pulls the gator up on
a hook. The enormous lizard is still blinking its eyes. So Amira inserts a small knife
in its forehead, as instructed, and wiggles it
around to scramble the brain. The eyes close.
A trickle of red oozes from the beast’s head.
The gator is huge — ten feet, the hunters later decide. Its scaly brown and
green carcass loads down the front of
the boat. Blood spills on the deck.
Amira lies down beside the carcass for
a photo. He pulls open the sharp jaws to
pose with his head in the gator’s mouth.
“You fuck with us from New York!” he
shouts gleefully at the dead animal.
McDaniel, the founder of the warriors
group, arrives on another boat to help celebrate the victory. “Good job, buddy. I’m
very proud of you,” he tells Amira in fatherly
tones. “Look at that beast — way to go!”
“It’s just the first one. Everybody else
is gonna get theirs,” Amira says, suddenly diplomatic. He shakes hands with
the guides who helped snare the catch.
“Gentlemen, thank you so much.”
Amira and his trophy prepare to sail
back to shore with another crew. The men
decide that Finley — “the unluckiest man
alive” — should switch to Swartley’s boat,
which has already been blessed with a kill.
Moving swiftly, the crew scoops him out of
his seat and hoists him from one deck to the
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with all that talk of being unlucky? How
long would they have to wait to find out?
Swartley slows, plays a recording of gator hatchling calls in an effort to attract
their mothers. The animals sound like vinyl
rips on a turntable. Bullfrogs grunt back.
Finley chews his dip. The airboat men
discuss wind and motors. They joke about
ordering a pizza. Stars pulse in the cold sky.
As 11 p.m. approaches, they try again.
They throw the bait out in front, as
Swartley suggests. Finley leans forward
expectantly. But the gator slips away.
“I had him,” Swartley says mournfully.
Finley’s right leg starts shaking. He presses down to steady it.
“How ’bout if we just catch one
by hand and put it in your pocket,
buddy?” Swartley asks.
Finley is quiet.
“We can hunt till 10 o’clock in
the morning,” the mate offers.
“We can, but we ain’t going to,” Finley responds.
Stomachs growl, and bladders threaten
to burst. One of the crew mates complains
he’s got “bleacher ass.” But when McDaniel
asks if they should call it a night, the men
protest. Nobody can stomach sending a
crippled war hero home without a trophy.
Hours pass. The men dip their tobacco. Finley checks his cell phone.
Swartley is making sucking sounds,
trying to imitate the gators again.
“Dagummit,” he mutters.
Sometime after 1 a.m., Finley begins
to nod off. The airboat men nudge him
awake to take an occasional shot at a flash
of mottled skin in the water. Otherwise,
they are quiet, huddled against the wind.

he next afternoon, in a dusty West
Melbourne subdivision, the wounded
warriors gather in a volunteer’s
backyard garage. Three bloody gator
carcasses — Johnson’s, Olech’s, and Amira’s
trophies — are stretched out on tables where
a car would have been parked. The mottled
hides are surrounded by toolboxes, a saw
table, a beer fridge. The sun is too bright,
and the smell of dead reptile is nauseating.
McDaniel, “the colonel,” is freshly caffeinated, chatting with everyone, back-slapping,
puffing on a cigar. Olech is skinning his
gator. Amira is packing pink globs of meat
into plastic bags. Johnson is snapping pictures of a gator head with his cell phone.
Horn sits on a chair behind the skinning
tables, looking exhausted and sullen. He
stayed out until 9:30 a.m. without catching anything. Now Horn is squabbling with
Amira, talking about going out hunting again
tonight. Someone reminds him that he’d
said the trip wasn’t about killing gators.
Horn shakes his weary
head. “Did I say that?”
Finley shows up late to the garage, having crashed for five hours at the hotel. He
gave up his hunt empty-handed at about 4:30
a.m. But now, for the first time all weekend,
he has color in his cheeks. There’s a Big
Mac in his lap. He’s a little disappointed but
surprisingly cheerful about spending ten
hours in the swamp without snaring a gator.
“It was just as cool catching ’em and
bringing ’em on the boat as it would’ve
been shootin’ ’em,” he declares.
Nearby, Johnson is bursting with pride.
At 2:30 a.m., he harpooned the last gator of
the hunt. He’s still buzzing, insisting this
taste of victory was more exhilarating than

T

anything he felt in Iraq. “I got to hunt with
soldiers and the guys that care about the
soldiers,” he says. “To me, it was a rush. I
may only ever do this once in my life.”
After the hunt, Johnson and Olech
stayed up talking at the campsite in the
swamp. Now Johnson can’t wait for his cell
phone to charge so he can text a picture
of the gator to his son. He plans to have
the gator’s skull mounted. In its mouth,
he will hang his dog tags from Iraq.
As the afternoon lengthens, Horn softens.
He stops sulking and joins his comrades
in skinning and bagging the gator meat.
Days later, he will admit he was frustrated.
“I don’t like being defeated, and those alligators defeated me,” he says. “I can’t sit
here and say I wasn’t disappointed.”
But Horn also realizes the trip wasn’t
about just him. Before the weekend ends, he
talks to McDaniel about joining Wounded
Warriors as a volunteer, running his own
fishing trips for vets in South Carolina.
Back at the garage in Melbourne, the
exhausted, exuberant troops linger in
the sun swapping stories. They divide
the gator meat equally among those who
were victorious and those who were not.
Laughing, telling tales of a mission accomplished, they are a unit again, a brotherhood. And for now, that is enough.
Lisa.Rab@BrowardPalmBeach.com
GO TO BROWARDPALMBEACH.COM TO FIND:
• Slide shows and a video from the hunt shot by
famed photographer Colby Katz
• War factoids, like: One-half of 1 percent of Americans
volunteered to fight in the post-September 11 wars
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Larry is a multi-platinum recording artist
and Grammy® nominee. He has also
toured with the highly successful
Blue Collar Comedy Tour. Currently he is
host of History Channel’s Only in America
with Larry the Cable Guy. His film credits
include the voice of Mater the tow truck
in Disney/Pixar’s 2006 Golden Globe
winning animated feature film Cars
and its 2011 sequel Cars 2.
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Tickets start at $25

NIGHT+DAY

Kings of Salsa
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Friday, November 25
at 8 pm

ART

DREYFOOS HAll

DISH
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The sizzling passion and feverish
euphoria that is the Kings of Salsa
comes to the Kravis Center in a
performance that celebrates through
energized song, music and dance,
the very best of Havana’s cool street
salsa and hip-hop scene, seamlessly
mixed with Afro-Caribbean beats,
mambo, rumba, cha-cha and reggae.
Nobody shakes it better.

|

Tickets start at $20

Dave Koz and Friends – Christmas 2011

NETworks presents

With Special Guests

Rick Braun
Jonathan Butler
Candy Dulfer

A cherished holiday tradition marking
its 14th anniversary brings together
a magical combination of musicians.
Joining multi-Grammy® nominee and
saxophonist extraordinaire Koz on the
coast-to-coast outing will be trumpeter/
composer/producer Rick Braun, South
African singer/guitarist Jonathan Butler
and Dutch saxophone star Candy Dulfer.
The foursome will perform hits from
their respective catalogues and jam on
fresh, lively arrangements of seasonal
favorites in an uplifting, high-energy
show the family will love.
Tickets start at $20

VISIT KRAVIS.ORG OR
CALL 561-832-7469 OR 1-800-572-8471
GROUPS 561-651-4304
On the go? Access kravis.org
from your mobile phone.

©Disney
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Tickets also sold through

16

Live On Stage!

Sunday, November 27
at 8 pm

NOVEMBER 10-NOVEMBER 16, 2011

NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

|

MUSIC

Beyond the Stage: Join us for a
free pre-performance discussion
by Steven Caras at 6:45 pm.
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OPENS TUESDAY!

NOVEMBER 15-27
BROWARD CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
For Tickets: BrowardCenter.org or 954.462.0222
Groups 10+ 954.626.7814 or 954.462.0222

www.BeautyAndTheBeastOnTour.com
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Puppy party at the rodeo
grounds.

The sexiest Danish movie you’ll
see this year.

WEEK OF NOV. 11-16, 2011

[ART]

Let’s Go to the Art Show. Ready?
All Together Now...

SUDSY
SATURDAY
New Times’ Beerfest,
Saturday

FRI|11.11

SCAN

Football and Footlights

“Confidence is contagious,” goes one of Vince
Lombardi’s many famous quotes. “So is lack

One Bubble

of confidence.” The legendary football coach
and creepily obsessive Catholic really believed
that, which may be why, even today, the name
Lombardi is synonymous with athletic success — even though Lombardi was not, as it
happens, the NFL’s winningest coach. Doesn’t
matter. He sounded like a winner, made his
players believe they were winners, and somehow that was enough to seal his reputation
forever. Lombardi, which opened last year
in Manhattan, follows the coach through a
week in the 1965 season as he struggles to
push the Packers through the championship
and evade a journalist dispatched from Look
magazine. Lombardi runs through December

4 at Mosaic Theatre (12200 W. Broward Blvd.,
at American Heritage), and tickets cost $12 to
$36. Visit mosaictheatre.com for pricing info.
BRANDON K. THORP

[MUSIC]

Live Jazz, Yeah

Smooth jazz is one of those musical genres
that you hated as a kid. Fact. A parent would
strap you into the seat. Your mom would bob
her head to the trumpets as she glided down
the highway. Do you understand why she
loved it so much? Smooth jazz is the epitome
of emotional music that appeals to the churn-

In 2009, the music-cum-art venue the
Bubble was the first to inject life into the
burgeoning downtown Fort Lauderdale arts
neighborhood that now houses Radio-Active
Records and Laser Wolf. (Technically, the
great migration of black-donning, tattoofawning, militant-eyewear-wearing types
began with vanguards the Mudhouse and Far
Out Records, but those closed more than 15
years ago.) Unsurprisingly, the Bubble was a
popular gathering spot when it opened and
continued to be into 2010. Interest in the spot
waned, however, as new ventures opened and
as the logistics surrounding events seemed
consistently chaotic.
Yet the lack of community engagement was
a shame, because if anything, the Bubble is
the purest of local creative spaces with regard
to vision and purpose. “Arts on an unedited
level” is how cofounder Garo Gallo described
the space’s mission to New Times on its oneyear anniversary. A statement like this certainly augurs some disarray. But what many
didn’t notice is that the venue’s charm always
lay within the chaos, betraying an unabashed
individualism and anarchic creative identity.
Lucky for us, there appears to be a renewed
enthusiasm for this special place. Events are
lining up and projects are coming together, according to Travis Newbill, co-organizer of the
Bubble’s latest party, the Oneness. If you’ve
never seen it, the Oneness sums up a lot about
the space — like how most events there seem

November 10-November 16, 2011
MONTH XX–MONTH XX, 2008

[THEATER]

[ART, MUSIC, FILM, YOGA]
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This is the Dialect to attend if you haven’t
gone to any yet — writingwise, we couldn’t
put it more simply than that. Go to this event!
(If you’re a Dialect regular, we’ll see ya there.)
For this special occasion, it’s leaving Brew
Urban Cafe coffee shop in downtown Fort
Lauderdale and hosting its art/music party in
the Peck Sculpture Terrace at the Museum
of Art|Fort Lauderdale (1 E. Las Olas Blvd.,
Fort Lauderdale). Dialect will help celebrate
All Together Now’s
one-year anniversary.
All Together Now is
a group of adults age
21 to 39 who have a
thing for visual arts
and design. If you’re
into art, this is a great
group to get involved
THIS CODE with — there are
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
social functions
FREE IPHONE APP aplenty where you
FOR MORE EVENTS
OR VISIT
can mingle and talk
browardpalmbeach.com about things other
than the girl who is
riding the mechanical bull in the weird country bar you stumbled into. You’re going to be at
functions where there is art on the walls. Art to
take notice of — art’s that not mere decoration.
This is what the folks behind Dialect have been
doing. They have been showcasing local artists’ works for a good amount of time now. And
this event is upping the ante: Now there will
be live painters (Albina Su, Peter Agardy, and
Illian Velasco), street artists, and video artists
(Juan Maristany) among the painting and photography (by Luke Jenkins) exhibition. And
what’s a party without a site-specific sculpture
installation? DJs will have you dancing — we
know some of these DJs personally, and they
are grand at what they do: Mikey Ramirez,
Eric Pamphile, Kent Lawlor, and Adam Foster.
There will be a cash bar at Dialect. It runs from
7:30 to 10 p.m. The afterparty will be in the O
Lounge at YOLO Restaurant. “Like” All Together Now and Twilight Notes on Facebook
for more info. MICKIE CENTRONE

ing heartache and soaring elation that comes
with being human. Jazz aficionados — or even
occasional dabblers — in the musical field
will enjoy Boca Raton’s “Jazz Live at MPA”
series at Mizner Park Cultural Arts Center’s
Studio Theater (201 Plaza Real, Boca Raton).
On Thursday at 7:30 p.m., you’ll get the blues
stylings of Iko-Iko and Nicole Yarling. On
Sunday at 7 p.m. will be the FAU Jazz Band and
Marching Band. Then on November 17 at 7:30
p.m., it’s gonna be all Latin jazz and salsa up in
there with Conjunto Progresso performing.
The series will end December 2 with Nicole
Henry: smooth and swing.
Entrance to the series is free, and attendees
are welcome to bring blankets or chairs to
lounge on. You can also rent chairs for two
bucks each. Premium seating chairs are available for $5. Visit mizneramphitheater.com or
downtownboca.org. DEVIN DESJARLAIS
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Night+Day
Paddling at night: not the kind
you’re thinking of.
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ART FEST

Shutterstock.com

BOCA

100 FINE ARTISTS

10 AM - 6 PM

AMPHITHEATER
590 Plaza Real, Boca Raton

MIZNER PARK AMPHITHEATER

ART | CUISINE | CULTURE
FREE ADMISSION

NOVEMBER 19 -20

MIZNER PARK

www.artfestboca.com
www.facebook.com/ArtFestBoca
GET OUT OF THE

MEET MARKET

to embody some hippie union between Albert
Einstein and Siddhartha Gautama. Check
this: The Oneness intends to dissolve our constructed notions of “time and separateness.”
Groovy, right? Films will be shown wherever
they were shot in the venue; Newbill will play
music from his entire catalog, liberating the
songs from the angsty ghosts of high school
past. (We’ve heard these tunes, and we like ’em.)
Olga Volkus, co-organizer with Newbill, will
invite attendees to contribute to her installation, allowing it to evolve over the course of the
night. Loads of other artists, including Susan
Buzzi, Valyn Calhoun, Rachel DeJohn, and
Monica McGivern, will showcase photography,
paintings, and sculptures. Amy Shaw, Xela
Zaid, Adna, and Evan Rowe, among others, will
provide the musical backdrop, which should be
folky, rockin’, noisy, and danceable — all at once.
To become one with the universe, show
up at the Bubble (810 NE Fourth Ave., Fort
Lauderdale) Friday at 6 p.m. It costs $10. Visit
oneness111111.wordpress.com, or contact
Newbill at 954-494-6467. ERICA K. LANDAU
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Howlin’
good time on
a board.
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[NATURE, SPORTS, FULL MOON]
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Paddle in the Pale Moonlight

GET INTO

EVENTS &
ADVENTURES
Meet other single professionals that share your interests,
in a FUN and RELAXING atmosphere.
Concerts • Dancing • Jet Skiing • Wine Tasting
Cruises • Exotic Trips & much more.

The Best New Way to Meet Singles!

888.600.5999

www.LotsOfEvents.com
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Full moons get blamed for a lot of things. They
fill up ER waiting rooms. They send pregnant
women into labor. They bring out werewolves,
crazies, and high tides. (The high-tide part is
definitely true.) Now, full moons bring out the
paddle boarders. BC Surf and Sport will lead a
Full Moon Paddle on Friday. They will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Villas by the Sea (4510 El Mar
Drive, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea) and begin the
paddle at 8 p.m., wrapping up around 10:30 p.m.
The event is free, and boards are available if
you need one, but there are only so many to go
around, so RSVP as soon as possible. If you have
your own board, bring it. It is recommended
that you wear a bathing suit — or other aquaticappropriate attire. Bring a beverage, preferably
water, and a glow stick, though extra glow
sticks will be available. Call 954-564-0202, or
visit bcsurf.com. REBECCA DITTMAR
[NIGHTLIFE]

Vibe’s B-day Party

There’s a club in downtown Fort Lauderdale
that doesn’t vibe with its douche-tastic counterparts. It’s a little classy, a lot of sexy, and is
beloved for the pulse-pounding music, breast

décor, and strong drinks. We awarded it the
title of Best New Club in 2011. Vibe Las Olas’
one-year anniversary is coming up, and the
folks there don’t dare to undercompensate
for their overwhelming status. The party falls
just after their actual birthday, and it’ll be
spectacular to the extreme, with everything
from an aerial show to high-energy DJ sets
from Adam Foster and DJ Ramadus. Reggae
band Roadblock will play a live set, and there
will also be a special live performance by
violinist Dave Damage. Vibe is already taking
table reservations, so snag yours by calling
954-326-0848. Visit vibelasolas.com, or “like”
Vibe Las Olas on Facebook. DEVIN DESJARLAIS

SAT|11.12
[BEER, HOMER SIMPSON WORSHIP]

“Beer... Now There’s a
Temporary Solution”

Beer drinking has gotten fancy lately. Your
friendly neighborhood bartender is probably
more of a sommelier than you think; that is, he
or she can tell you something beyond “tastes
great.” It’s now reasonable to ask where your
sudsy beverage was brewed, what’s appealing
about its various ingredients, and what food to
pair it with. If beer drinkers don’t watch it, they
may turn into their snobby wine counterparts.
Or worse: those wheat-grassy, organic-farminterrogating customers in vegan restaurants!
But New Times Beerfest, now in its 14th
year, keeps it real. If you just want to taste a
hundred beers in a hundred minutes, here’s
where you do it — though we suggest getting
there early (6 p.m.) to complete such a feat.
If around the world in a hundred beers isn’t
for you, be inquisitive. Vendors are more than
delighted to educate attendees on the superior quality of their suds. In fact, spring for
VIP tickets and ask them what food to pair it
with, as VIP tickets include access to the VIP
lounge and VIP bites from various local restaurants. Beerfest will have eats for everyone,
even our wheat-grassy vegan friends.
Gainesville rock band Sister Hazel — who, if
you don’t remember, had the Billboard-charting single “All for You” as well as songs featured in movies such as The Wedding Planner
and 10 Things I Hate About You — will provide
the backdrop for the party (see our interview
with the band, page 32). Esplanade Park (20
N. New River Drive, Fort Lauderdale) in Him-

Naked Is Awesome!

All our ads, all the time, all online.

FALL CLASSES
• Filmmaking Class Starts 10/10
• Create a “Reality TV Show” Class
• Documentary Filmmaking Class
• “On-Camera” Acting Workshop

Call or Click Free Catalog

www.browardpalmbeach.com/adindex
For Advertising Opportunities Call: 954-233-1569
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www.MiamiFilmSchool.com
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To Learn more, please call an area physician listed below:
Scott D. Segal, MD • North Miami, Florida

MONTH XX–MONTH XX, 2008

If you qualify, you’ll receive investigational study
medication, study- related medical exams and lab
tests at no charge. Financial compensation for time
and travel may also be available.

FiLm

What a Millerdrama!

|

Depression isn’t just feelings of sadness – it can
affect the way you see the world. Your body may feel
constantly fatigued, and your mind may dwell on
thoughts of worthlessness and guilt. If
you are currently depressed and not taking an
antidepressant, you may qualify for a medical
research study to determine the effectiveness and
safety of an investigational medication for
Major Depressive Disorder.

Art

Announcing a medical
research study for people
with depression.

|

Do you feel
depressed?

Night+Day

Whether you love your pet, are looking for
a pet to love, or are bored with your pet and
would like to be entertained by more interesting animals, a trip over to the Happy Paws
Pet Expo at the Bergeron Rodeo Grounds
(4271 Davie Road, Davie) ought to get your tail
wagging. There, just about every aspect of the
pet experience is covered, and you are almost
guaranteed to leave the event a more informed
and equipped caregiver. And your pooch will
probably wind up with a new treat or two.
On the educational side of things, there will
be experts in attendance sharing their knowledge on topics such as pet health, rescue, and
adoption. For the shoppers, there will be national and local vendors aplenty. And rounding out the event with tons of fun will be a
superstar performance of pets dazzling the
crowd with their respective shticks, which
just might leave your little critter feeling inadequate. If that happens, take her on the doggy
thrill ride! Or if your doggy has something
to show off, there will be plenty of spotlight
to go around. The event starts at 10 a.m., and
tickets cost $6 to $10. Call 561-300-3878, or
visit happypawspetexpo.com. TRAVIS NEWBILL

3900 Hollywood Blvd #203, Hollywood, FL 33021
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All My Sons was Arthur Miller’s first great
play. Originally published and performed in
1947, it was the beginning of Miller’s 20 years
of relentless brilliance — 20 years in which
he explored the dimensions and mapped
the fracture points of the human conscience
and community in intricate plays — Death
of a Salesman, The Crucible, The Price — that
imbued ordinary lives with the grandeur of

• Shoot on HD cameras • Learn by Doing
• Edit on Final Cut Pro • PT Day/Eve Classes

Contents

American Tragedies

“Write, shoot, direct & edit your
own films in 8 or 16 weeks!”

|
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Learn FiLMMaking
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At Naked Lady Parties, you bring the clothes
you don’t want, put them all in a pile, then
drink wine and eat snacks while trying things
on (the naked part), and then you take home
whatever you want. Anything left at the end
goes to charity. It’s recycling, it’s charity, it’s
fun, and it’s naked. The third-annual Swap-ORama-Rama is similar to that, but , sadly, it is
not naked. Bring at least one bag of unwanted
clothing and $5 (or no clothes and $10) to the
Bubble (810 NE Fourth Ave., Fort Lauderdale)
on Saturday from 4 p.m. to midnight. To make
up for the lack of naked, there will be plenty of
food trucks, free beer, and local live bands, including Dooms de Pop, Amy Shaw, and Brandy
Newbill. The clothing to be swapped is sorted
by color. After that, you get to choose as little
or as much as you’d like to take. You could find
an entire wardrobe or one awesome vintage
band T. There are also DIY workshops that
will teach you the skills to turn any clothing
you find into fashion that will fit you and your
family, from sewing and crocheting to beading,
tie-dyeing, silk screening, and more. You could
even sport your latest creation on the runway
during the DIY Fashion Show. Call 954-5623804, or check out the Swap-O-Rama-Rama
Facebook event page. REBECCA DITTMAR

Stay Plugged In.

browardpalmbeach.com

[DIY, SHOPPING]

Greek tragedy. All My Sons takes place on a
postwar suburban street in America, where
the households are shadowed by an old guilt.
Deaths that occurred an ocean away continue
to rend the lives of mostly ordinary Americans,
who at Palm Beach Dramaworks are breathed
into life by a huge and awesome cast, including
Nanique Gheridian, Jim Ballard, Cliff Burgess,
and Margery Lowe. There’s no better place
than Dramaworks to see Miller up-close — the
little theater with the big production values
puts the audience in the middle of the action,
making Miller’s big, crazy America seem as real
and vital as our own. Dramaworks is located at
201 Clematis St., Palm Beach. All My Sons runs
through December 11. Tickets are on sale at
palmbeachdramaworks.org and cost $55 (less
with a subscription). BRANDON K. THORP

browardpalmbeach.com

marshee Village will host Beerfest. Tickets
cost $30 in advance, $40 at the door. Upgrade
to VIP tickets for $70 in advance, $80 at the
door. Festivities commence at 6 p.m. Visit
NewTimesBeerfest.com. ERICA K. LANDAU
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[FILM]

RESEARCH STUDY

FOR MEN WITH PROBLEMS WITH EJACULATION
Dr. Matthew S. Lief, M.D. is currently enrolling men 26 years and
up who experience symptoms of problems with ejaculation. You may
qualify for a study if you are unable to ejaculate at all, takes you a long
time to ejaculate,
if you experience a decrease force of (cum) ejaculation and /or decrease
volume (amount) of ejaculate.
Men with premature ejaculation DO NOT qualify for this study.
If you experience any of the above symtoms and believe you have
low testosterone ( you feel, tired, low energy, problems with erection)
please contact our office to see if you qualify for this study and have
your testosterone checked.
The study involves a series of seven visits, blood tests, and questioaries.
Only men with ejaculatory dysfunction and confirmed low testosterone
are being enrolled in the study.

Contact Dr. Matthew S. Lief’s office for more information.
Phone: 954.755.3801
9750 NW 33rd St. Coral Springs, FL 33065

unique Gifts, Jewelry, crystals & tarot readings

A Danish couple, escaping city life after one
of them commits infidelity, moves to the Norwegian countryside next door to an insecure
couple whose sex life is just as stagnant as
theirs in Happy, Happy, the feature-film
debut from director Anne Sewitsky. As libidos awaken, so do uncomfortable truths in a
perceptive mix of carnal comedy and wintry
Scandinavian tragedy that is equal parts Bob
& Carol & Ted & Alice and Scenes From a Marriage. The four adults become so mired in their
own romantic confusion that they’re oblivious
to the disturbingly
sadomasochistic
relationship developing between their
children — all part
and parcel of the director’s study in the
ways class, race, and
sexuality divide us.
THIS CODE Every now and then,
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
Sewitsky cuts away
FREE IPHONE APP to a choral group of
FOR MORE EVENTS
OR VISIT
English-language
browardpalmbeach.com singers underlining
the characters’ emotional states in song, in the manner of a Greek
chorus. It’s one of the many beautiful ways she
uses music, which functions variously as commentary, counterpoint, and catharsis. Happy,
Happy is playing at Living Room Theaters at
FAU, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton. Tickets cost
$5 to $9.50. Call 561-549-2600 for showtimes.

Testosterone
Therapy
All follow up physical
examinations
All follow up lab testing
All follow up patient
consultations
All medicines, regardless
of dosage, for an optimal
testosterone treatment*
Cyp, HCG, Anastrozole,
* Test
and more!

$20 Readings
(with mention of this ad)

Community Reiki CiRCle tues @ 7:30pm
4282 S. university drive, davie • 954.625.6775
www.modernzen.org * reckel Ferguson
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TUE|11.15

WED|11.16
[ART, MUSIC, HARRY POTTER]

“You’re a Wizard!”

Wednesday is going to be every dork’s wet
dream. Read the outrageously famous J.K.
Rowling series? Yeah? Seen those Harry Potter movies? Time to throw on your robe and
head to Respectable Street — this month,
Art Nouveau Events presents “Harry Potter.”
More than 30 artists will be on hand creating
or displaying — and definitely selling — their
Harry Potter-themed-art works. Imagine all
the possibilities. A Draco versus Harry painting. Maybe, in one artist’s mind, Harry and
Voldemort are friends. Maybe they’ll be sitting
at the bar giggling over a Butterbeer together
— maybe they will be “together.” Who knows
— but if you want to make your home more like
Hogwarts Castle — but in a completely original
way (no buying stuff mass-produced) — this is
the place to go. And: Yes! You’re encouraged to
dress up: Wear those glasses, and carry those
wands. There will be drink specials, music by
Danxiety, and live body painting by Devious
Body Art. There’s no cover, and it’s from 8 p.m.
to 2 a.m. Wednesday at Respectable Street (518
Clematis St., West Palm Beach). “Like” Art
Nouveau Events on Facebook. MICKIE CENTRONE

E

mail upcoming events to Calendar Editor Mickie Centrone at Calendar@BrowardPalmBeach.com. Include
the location, date, time, price, and a contact phone number. It’s best to submit items three weeks before the event.

ADC

Aesthetic Rejuvenation
& Wellness Center Of Boca

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

$200 VALUE
Botox | Juvaderm | Restylane | ED
Hormonal RTx | Low Testosterone
A.D. Carlson, MD
Medical Director/CEO
900 NW 13 Stret, Suite # 302
Boca Raton, FL 33486
Phone (561) 362-2972 | Fax (561) 362-2970
www.ADCAestheticWellnessofBoca.com
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The man who drew album art for R.E.M., plus more outsider artists, at the Boca Museum.
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ten from the Bible, into his art, cramming every
available space with words. He was “discovered” in the mid-1970s, thanks to media exposure from such outlets as an Atlanta TV station
and Esquire magazine, which dubbed his complex Paradise Garden. Perhaps not surprisingly,
given his fascination with pop culture, Finster
was soon creating album covers for R.E.M.
(Reckoning), Talking Heads (Little Creatures),
and others, which only added to his allure.
Three Finster works are included here.
One, Devil and His Wife, is painted in latex and
acrylic on a plywood cutout, another Finster
hallmark. The other two are etchings, including a self-portrait and a tower that looks to have
been inspired by the Biblical Tower of Babel.
You might think such widespread exposure
would pose risks for outsider artists, who could
easily slip into “insider” status and become
absorbed by the mainstream. That seems not
to have happened with the artists the Olivers
collect. Sudduth and Tolliver clung to their
rural roots all their long lives. Purvis Young remained a street artist to the end, despite building a résumé that would be the envy of any
artist. Even Finster saw his celebrity as a tool
for spreading the word of his God. Maybe once
an outsider artist, always an outsider artist.

|

Cornbread Anderson’s Black Bear.

Dish

Floridian Michael Banks painted his Birth
of Love on a large wooden door panel.
Alabama’s Jimmy Lee Sudduth (19102007), one of the most accomplished artists in
the show, incorporated what is identified as
“sweet mud” into the acrylic he used to paint
such images as Sawmill in Red, Log Cabin, and
Red the Weenie Dog. Sudduth was also known
to use such substances as motor oil, soft drinks,
instant coffee, and juices extracted from
plants. He painted primarily with his fingers.
From time to time, the exhibition’s imagery brings to mind the art of Haiti, perhaps the quintessential outsider art of the
late 20th and early 21st centuries. Several
paintings by the well-known Mose Tolliver
(1920-2006), also of Alabama, summon up
the presiding spirits of the style of Haitian
art known as Saint Soleil, with large, ethereal heads that seem to suggest aliens.
No show emphasizing self-taught Southern
artists of the 20th Century would be complete
without the inclusion of the Rev. Howard Finster (1916-2001), who achieved far greater fame
and acclaim than most of his contemporaries.
Finster was born in northeastern Alabama
but is known for the sprawling compounds he
established nearby in northwestern Georgia
beginning in the late 1940s. A preacher since
he was in his teens, he set out to chronicle the
abundance of God’s creation in his work.
Finster is known for incorporating text, of-
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That reliance on found materials, in fact,
applies across the board. Self-taught artists
typically have a knack for availing themselves
of whatever’s at hand, from house paint and
plywood to door and window panels to fragments of wood and metal. One of the bestknown of all outsider artists, Miami’s prolific
Purvis Young (who died last year), was notorious for incorporating a wide variety of found
objects into both his art and his frames for it.
Here, for instance, we find Kentucky
brothers Ronald and Jessie Cooper painting and adorning cow skulls. Chris Clark’s
I Have a Dream interprets Martin Luther
King Jr.’s famous speech in acrylic supplemented with buttons and bottle caps.

physician supervised
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What all these
artists share is their lack
of professional training.

WEIGHT LOSS
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he Boca Raton Museum of Art has
a long and noble tradition of showcasing works from the private collections of its board members and
benefactors. “Outsider Visions” continues
that tradition, assembling 95 works from
the collection of Ted and Ann Oliver.
Collectors often establish well-defined
parameters and then lavish their attention — and their cash — on art that fits their
specifications. The Olivers, who have been
collecting for more than three decades, are
no exception. Their collection focuses on
art distinguished by three characteristics:
It’s the work of self-taught artists, those artists are from the South, and the artists lived
and worked primarily in the 20th Century.
That said, those criteria are somewhat flexible. At least one artist is from a state (Maryland) that may or may not be a part of “the
South,” depending upon your point of view.
And a few of the artists were born in the 1950s
and ’60s, so that well into the 21st Century,
they’re still in their prime productive years.
The “self-taught” criterion, however, is a
more stringent requirement. What all these artists share is their lack of professional training.
Still, we can form some other general
conclusions. The subject matter often includes rural scenes and religious imagery.
Portraiture is common. The paintings are
frequently characterized by the use of bright
colors, by attention to detail, and by pictorial flatness rather than depth; the sculptures tend to make use of found objects.

|
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Through January 8 at the Boca Raton Museum
of Art, 501 Plaza Real, Mizner Park, Boca Raton.
Call 561-392-2500, or visit bocamuseum.org.
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fter 20 years together, 40-ish arts professionals

Clint Eastwood’s inspired take on a giant of the 20th Century in J. Edgar.
J. Edgar
Starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Armie Hammer,
Judi Dench, and Naomi Watts.
Directed by Clint Eastwood. Written by
Dustin Lance Black. 137 minutes. Rated R.

DiCaprio as Hoover:
Quite the canny
casting move.

BY J. HOBERMAN

C

lint Eastwood goes deep into Oliver
Stone territory and emerges victorious with J. Edgar. Although
hardly flawless, Eastwood’s biopic is his richest, most ambitious movie
since the Letters From Iwo Jima/Flags
of Our Fathers duo, if not Unforgiven.
Does anyone under age 50 even remember
the man who more or less created the FBI
and successfully ran the agency for nearly
half a century? Patriot, scoundrel, genius of
self-promotion, gangbuster, red-baiter, blackmailer, proponent of the fingerprint, apostle
of the wiretap, keeper of the crypt, and mama’s boy monster of sexual repression, J. Edgar Hoover (1895–1972) was one of the great
American personalities of the 20th Century.
(“He’s sick, cruel, dogmatic, stupid, racist...
everything I like in a character,” screenwriter
Sam Fuller once said.) Hoover is also a figure
who, for the 81-year-old Eastwood, must
have been a childhood hero and perhaps
later a Dirty Harry ego-ideal as the guy who
would break any law to defend the law.
Hoover has already been splendidly
embodied by Broderick Crawford in Larry
Cohen’s 1977 pulp masterpiece The Private
Files of J. Edgar Hoover. But with prosthetics
simulating Hoover’s bulldog look, the better to enact the FBI man’s bulldog tenacity,
Leonardo DiCaprio turns out to have been
a quite canny casting move. With his own
celebrity presence, DiCaprio successfully
promotes the movie’s idea of Hoover as a star
(rather than the squat balding troll familiar
to anyone who grew up in the ’60s), even as
he makes convincing the sexual ambiguity
crucial to the Hoover conceived by Eastwood
and screenwriter Dustin Lance Black.
Black, who won an Oscar for Milk, has
furnished Eastwood with a complex, richly
associative script that puts the first 20 years of
Hoover’s career (the 1920s and ’30s) in the context of his last decade (the 1960s), with flashbacks motivated by the memoir he dictates to
a succession of young agents. Crammed with
material, even if the midsection is a bit slack, J.
Edgar is a dense historical tapestry. Everyone
from Emma Goldman and Shirley Temple
to Norman Schwarzkopf Sr. and H.R. Haldeman gets a cameo, but it’s all in the service of
historical perspective. The bombs that triggered the 1919 Palmer Raids foreshadow the
events of, and fallout from, 9/11 (“The crimes
we’re investigating are not crimes but ideas,”
someone complains) even as the Hoover of
1961 looks back on the post-World War I Red
Scare as a harbinger of the civil rights movement and its supposedly Communist-directed

Schipper) have succumbed to bed death. Other
stresses burden the relationship: the passing of
Simon’s mother, his diagnosis of testicular cancer
soon after, the insistence of writer/director Tom
Tykwer (Run Lola Run, The International) on constantly using split screens. A third party, genetic
scientist Adam (Devid Striesow), unknowingly
reignites the couple’s lust by providing them
each with a secret: Hanna begins an affair with
Adam after meeting him at a conference; Simon,
new to same-sexing, later gets a handjob from
him at a public swimming pool. Although there’s
apparently nothing Adam can’t do — advancing
stem-cell research, sailing, motorcycle-riding,
avant-garde choral singing, maintaining an
excellent relationship with his ex-wife, bedding
beauties of both genders — Striesow, with his
gelatinous face, is an exceedingly uncharismatic
screen presence. More suspension of disbelief
— or suppression of giggles — is required when
Adam, trying to assuage Simon’s uncertainty
about how he should now define himself,
instructs: “Say goodbye to your deterministic
understanding of biology,” a line last uttered by
women’s-studies majors circa 1987. Tykwer himself is unable to bid farewell to it, as is all too evident in the larded final scenes. MELISSA ANDERSON

Happy, Happy

Ocringe comedy Happy, Happy, a prizewinner at

ne miserable couple collides with another in the

Keith Bernstein

leader, Martin Luther King Jr. It’s “just like
today,” Hoover more than once notes.
Like most Eastwood productions, J. Edgar
is frugal and underlit; like his better films, it
has an undercurrent of nuttiness. The movie’s
closing thought: “Love is the greatest force
on Earth.” So, yes, J. Edgar provides an almost
credible theory of the great man’s sexuality.
The movie might have done more with his
fascinated horror of female criminality, from
Ma Barker to Angela Davis; still, when propositioned at age 35 by an eager movie starlet and
then asked to dance by Ginger Rogers’ mother,
Hoover runs home in terror to his battle-ax
mom (Judi Dench). “I’d rather have a dead son
than a live daffodil,” she snarls and teaches him
a rudimentary foxtrot. Eastwood sees Hoover’s
relation to the women in his life as key — he
early forms a crucial bond with his sternly
asexual personal secretary, Helen Gandy (selfeffacingly played by Naomi Watts) — but his
most important relationship is with designated
best friend Clyde Tolson (Armie Hammer).
Discreetly campy for most of the movie, Tolson
throws a magnificent tantrum upon learning
that his soulmate is contemplating marriage
with Hollywood sarongster Dorothy Lamour.
Indeed, Hollywood is never far away.
Just as Hoover is several times accused of
fabricating media stories and turning himself

into a fictional hero, J. Edgar is a self-aware
production, filled with its own textual signposts. There are flashes of Jimmy Cagney
as a gangster in Public Enemy and a cop in
G-Men. Other references are simply playful:
Edgar and Clyde bond while shopping for
clothes at a men’s store named Julius Garfinkle
(given name of blacklisted star John Garfield)
and the word nelly leaps out of a courtroom
display at a kidnapping trial. J. Edgar not
only references Citizen Kane but, in Edgar’s
mother-loving antics, Psycho. There’s even a
nod to The Matrix when Hoover begins dictating his memoirs to one Agent Smith (not,
unfortunately, played by Hugo Weaving).
Most generously, J. Edgar also acknowledges Cohen’s Private Files, which posited
Hoover as the black-widow spider of American politics who orchestrated everything
from the assassination of Robert Kennedy to
the fall of Richard Nixon. In effect, Eastwood
has given Cohen’s movie a prequel. Watching
Nixon’s inauguration, Edgar is seized with
anticipatory dread: “We must never forget our
history. We must never lower our guard.” He
is, of course, using the royal we. Upon learning
of Hoover’s death, the first thing Nixon does
is tell his flunky, “I want those fucking files.”
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

Sundance and Norway’s official submission for the
foreign-language-film Oscar. Kaja (Agnes Kittelsen),
a chipper teacher of German and “arts and crafts”
at a local junior high, lives to please her disengaged
closet-case husband, Eirik (Joachim Rafaelsen),
and their casually cruel son, Theodor. Enter the
new tenants of the house across the way. A pair
of introductory board-game nights later and to her
surprise, Kaja has initiated a stealth affair (improbably, given the close quarters) with Sigve (Henrik
Rafaelsen), the husband of Elisabeth (Maibritt
Saerens), a lawyer of Danish extraction whose
own infidelity motivated the country retreat. While
they all sneak about, young Theodor taunts Noa,
Elisabeth and Sigve’s Ethiopian adopted son, into
playing a game of “slave.” Director Anne Sewitsky,
in her feature debut, also periodically cuts to an
off-site chorus of a Nordic quartet lip-synching
American spirituals directly into the camera.
(Kaja’s Christmas-concert “Amazing Grace” solo
is also an important plot point.) Perhaps Sewitsky,
working from a screenplay by Ragnhild Tronvoll,
means to underscore that this is a story about
overcoming prejudices to gain self-respect; perhaps
she’s just going for gleefully un-PC quirk. Either
way, the questionable black-historical shorthand
detracts from what is otherwise a well-performed
and fitfully amusing film. BENJAMIN MERCER

Not screened in time for review:
• Jack and Jill
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s taut and economical as its title is
unwieldy, Sean Durkin’s Martha
Marcy May Marlene — a first feature
that won the Best Director award last
January at Sundance — is a deft, old-school
psychological thriller (or perhaps horror
film) that relies mainly on the power of suggestion and memories of hippie cult crazies.
Carefully constructed, Martha Marcy divides its eponymous protagonist (Elizabeth
Olsen) into two personae, each associated
with one of the movie’s two main locations:
a posh new summer cottage on a Connecticut lake and an isolated communal farm in
the Catskills where the action opens. It’s an
idyllic, disquieting, Sundance-style pastoral
as docile young farm women put out dinner for their handful of male comrades to
eat under the eye of their crafty, hyperalert
leader, Patrick (John Hawkes). Cut to a
mountain of dishes in the sink and commune
members sleeping on pallets six to a room.
This deliberate table setting (figurative as
well as literal) is dramatically upended when
Martha, a baby-faced beauty whom Patrick
has renamed Marcy May, wakes up early and
takes off into the woods. Eluding Patrick’s
second in command and de facto pimp (Brady
Corbet), she makes a fearful call to her older
sister, Lucy (Sarah Paulson), establishing contact for the first time in several years, and is
soon ensconced in Connecticut comfort. Lucy
is aggressively bourgeois; husband Ted (Hugh
Dancy) is impatient and snarky. Traumatized
Martha would have trouble readjusting
even if she weren’t so fabulously inappropriate — wondering aloud why they need
such a big house, swimming nude, asking if
it’s true that “married people don’t fuck.”
Lucy blows hot and cold toward her sister
— just like Patrick, whom we see in flashback,
running his head trips, initiating the drugged,
newly renamed Marcy May into his preferred
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the

in Martha Marcy May Marlene.

form of sex, writing a special song just for her,
and performing it for his appreciative followers. (The commune’s men all seem to be untalented musicians.) Angular, sinewy Hawkes
is a calmer, scarier version of the hillbilly
meth monster with heart he played in Winter’s Bone while, as directed by Durkin, Olsen
(younger sister of the Olsen twins) gives a
superb performance, battling confusion,
radiating anxiety, and desperately asserting
her beleaguered identity. Martha baffles Lucy
with the declaration that she is “a teacher
and a leader” and enrages Ted with her hippie ideology. (Calling her behavior “fucking
insane,” he doesn’t know the half of it.)
Typically match-cutting images of deep,
still water from the two locales, Martha Marcy
is full of foreboding. The spare, angsty score by
Saunder Jurriaans and Danny Bensi is as ominous as distant thunder. Past and present begin
to merge. Martha wonders whether her memories are really dreams. She wanders through
a party of her sister’s friends as if in a trance
and then begins to freak — perhaps because
she participated in what the Mansonoids used
to call a “creepy crawly” home invasion while
in something of the same catatonic state.
Martha Marcy is purposefully abstract,
sharing a certain coolness with the similarly
performance-driven youth shocker Afterschool, produced by the same group of youthful NYU grads, along with a similarly studied,
Bergmanesque interest in psychological
states. Martha’s yearning to belong is existential. It’s never explained how she landed at
the commune; not until late in the movie is it
clear why she left. Nor is it obvious how Patrick maintains control. (Unlike many counterculture mind-messers, he doesn’t appear
to have the benefit of LSD.) The withheld
information only heightens the spookiness.
When Patrick declares that “death is the
most beautiful part of life” or asserts that “fear
creates complete awareness” (and awareness is a form of love), he’s paraphrasing
America’s favorite bogeyman, Charles Manson. Ultimately, Patrick’s evil is less haunting
than Martha’s madness. Olsen’s wide-spaced
eyes and slightly flattened features give
the impression of a face pressed against a
window. She’s locked out and desperate, a
lost soul looking through a glass darkly.

|

People Who
Need
People
The perils of communal living

Paulson and Olsen: Hot and cold.
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Martha Marcy May Marlene
Starring Elizabeth Olsen, John Hawkes, Sarah
Paulson, and Hugh Dancy. Written and directed by Sean Durkin. 120 minutes. Rated R.
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The following capsule reviews are written by
and bear the initials of Melissa Anderson, Scott
Foundas, Ed Gonzalez, Tim Grierson, Ernest
Hardy, Aaron Hillis, J. Hoberman, Michelle
Orange, Nick Pinkerton, Nicolas Rapold,
Jim Ridley, Vadim Rizov, Ella Taylor, Robert
Wilonsky, and Chuck Wilson.

Ongoing
The Double — The Double, Michael Brandt’s post-Cold War
spy film, is grade-B hokum, but it’s not without its occasional
generic thrills. Apparently more adept at staging individual
set-pieces than he is at building tension, creating believable

money: Everyone is genetically engineered to stop aging at 25
in the latest by writer-director Andrew Niccol (Gattaca, Lord of
War); after that, people will live for only one more year unless
they can gain access to more hours, days, weeks, etc. A cup
of coffee costs four minutes, lunch at an upscale restaurant
eight-and-a-half weeks. The distribution of wealth is about as
lopsided as it is today, with the richest having at least a century remaining and the poorest surviving minute to minute. A
child of the ghetto, Will (Justin Timberlake), wrongly accused
in a prosperous man’s death, sees his mother (Olivia Wilde)
die — “time out” — in his arms and then vows to destroy
the grossly inequitable system. He ends up kidnapping a
tycoon’s daughter, the sleekly bobbed beauty Sylvia (Amanda
Seyfried), who needs little convincing to join his mission to redistribute the hours. A pleasing, often rousing movie for the 99
percent, In Time is not without flaws. The jokiness of substituting “time” for “money” — “You must come from time,” the
tycoon says to Will — wears thin after its millionth iteration.
But Timberlake and Seyfried make a foxy, well-matched duo.
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characters or stringing together a coherent narrative, Brandt
places his best sequence, a successful jailbreak turned grisly
murder, near the film’s beginning, and he at least keeps the
action coming. Which is fortunate because everything else
about the film, which involves the odd-couple pairing of
grizzled out-of-retirement CIA agent Paul Shepherdson (Richard Gere) and Harvard-hotshot/FBI rookie Ben Geary (Topher
Grace) in order to catch the newly re-surfaced Russian assassin known only as “Cassisus,” is downright risible. Whether
it’s the clumsy use of flashbacks, the air of manufactured
portentousness or the completely unbelievable casting of
Grace in a role that requires a certain authority utterly lacking
in the actor’s performance, almost every move seems a misstep. Brandt’s worst blunder is to give away one of the film’s
biggest reveals early on, a strategy that not only eliminates a
key element of suspense, but forces the filmmaker to pile on
a series of more and more outrageous twists at the end. (A.S.)
In Time — Set in an unspecified future, In Time owes as much
to The Marx-Engels Reader as Bonnie and Clyde. Time is

24
24

“

It seems that Niccol also had Marx in mind when casting his
leads: “from each according to his ability.” (M.A.)
TThe Skin I Live In — The mad-scientist tale has remained
more or less fixed since the beginning of sound cinema:
From Dr. Frankenstein’s claim to “know what it feels like to be
God,” to Jurassic Park’s criticism of “scientists [who] were so
preoccupied with whether they could that they didn’t stop
to think if they should,” these are stories about scientific innovators who are essentially good men — or were until they
got so carried away with their own powers of creation. The
main narrative of Pedro Almodóvar’s The Skin I Live In hews
to that template, but to unusual ends: Its moral compass is
totally, thrillingly whacked as Almodóvar dispenses with traditional notions of good versus evil, perpetrators and victims.
Almodovar’s 18th feature stars Antonio Banderas as Robert
Ledgard, a plastic surgeon who develops a revolutionary
new human skin that ultimately plays a role in his diabolical
plot to avenge the deaths of his wife and daughter. The link
between Dr. Ledgard’s invention and that payback is Vera
(Elena Anaya), a beautiful patient whom the doctor keeps in
a room in the palatial home he shares with his maid (Marisa
Paredes). It’s probably not much of a surprise that no member
of this triangle is exactly who they seem to be, but to explain
more would spoil much of the pleasure in this ever-unfurling,
ultimately infuriating web of a film, which deflates in its final
third with crude set pieces, dumb psychology, and bursts of
intentional camp canceling out the creepiness. (K.L.)
Tower Heist — A revenge of the have-nots playing on the
clear class stratification of the luxury high-rise, Tower Heist
pits lobby against penthouse. At The Tower, an exclusive
Columbus Circle apartment building, top-floor investor Arthur
Shaw (Alan Alda) stands accused of financial malfeasance by
the FBI, leaving building manager Josh Kovacs (Ben Stiller) to
inform his staff that Shaw was managing all of their pensions,
which have now evaporated. Determined to make things
right, Josh decides to steal the emergency fund he’s sure
Shaw has squirreled away, and so he assembles a team of
equally unqualified employees (Casey Affleck, Michael Pena),
an ex-financier (Matthew Broderick), and a small-time thug
bailed out as criminal consultant (Eddie Murphy) to break into
the penthouse, where Shaw has been put on house arrest,
and liberate the cash. As a heist picture, Tower Heist is as
amateur as its crooks: The scenes where you’d usually be getting drilled on the plan of action are all about the ensemble’s
round-table riffing, highlighting the good supporting work. An
affable, crowd-pleasing director with his hugely successful
Rush Hour franchise, director Brett Ratner is at times near to
crowd-pandering here, but this is a clean, well-turned job,
fleet and funny and inconsequential. It gets in and gets out
quickly. . . . and leaves no trace once it’s gone. (N.P.)
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Big Fish

At 3030 Ocean, chef Dean Max continues to define the South Florida dining scene.

Marriott’s Harbor Beach Resort & Spa,
3030 Holiday Drive, Fort Lauderdale. Call
954-525-4000, or visit 3030ocean.com.

A

the blue hour. White-layered tables are
filled with groups of threes and fours — a
trio here in après-beach attire, a four-top
in the corner in conservative suits.
Walking into the bar area is akin to walking
through an airport causeway. Diners might
feel lost in this sea of staid, a room awash in
monochrome. Except that back in the kitchen,
Max’s skill puts Technicolor on the plates.

It’s a decadent starter that
expertly balances the rich confit,
sweet vegetables, and the silky
egg in the homemade pasta.
His first step to compelling cuisine is
buying fresh ingredients from local suppliers. He’s been doing this for years — since
long before farm-to-table became a culinary
practice among highbrow chefs. “Farmto-table is the way sourcing used to be,”
notes Max. For the past decade, he has supported small farmers such as Swank Farms
in Loxahatchee. With his support, this
small farm started on a half-acre growing
few crops and has since expanded to four
acres, accommodating dozens of produce
requests of South Florida restaurants.

Melissa.McCart@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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t the bar, behind a glass plate, kusshi
oysters live on a bed of fresh-shaved
ice, announcing their pedigree on
a hand-penned placard next to $40
Maine lobster and New England littleneck
clams. Like most of the clientele in 3030
Ocean, a restaurant tucked inside the oceanfront Harbor Beach Marriott Resort & Spa,
the shellfish aren’t from around here.
Hailing from the Pacific Northwest,
these farmed oysters are tiny and briny
and sweet, each mollusk in a sea of delicious liquor. They’re among the finest you
can slurp. At $30 a dozen, they should be.
A spiffed-up line cook wears chef whites
and a tall toque into the dining room to deliver
a dozen of the kusshi to a couple at the bar.
“Why you wearing that hat?” the man asks.
“It’s tradition,” the cook says sheepishly.
The guy at the bar shakes his head. The
question is awkward but apt. In an era when
fine dining is on the wane, few chefs wear tall
hats and formal garb. It seems out of place,
even in this white-tablecloth dining room.
Tradition denotes quality at 3030
Ocean, and quality is what drives chef
Dean Max, who has shaped the menu here

since he was hired in 2002. His celebrity
status lures customers from Bayonne to
the Bahia Mar, and his reputation comes
with the promise of beautiful seafood,
locally sourced produce and meats, skillful technique, and stunning execution.
A Stuart native who grew up on Virginia’s
Eastern Shore, Max developed a fondness
for seafood and an eye for sourcing from
his father, who had been a produce broker. Max served as executive chef at fine
restaurants from San Francisco to Atlanta
before taking the helm at 3030 Ocean. Over
the years, New Times has awarded the restaurant and Max three Best of Broward/
Palm Beach awards, and Max, who lends
his name to four restaurants from the Cayman Islands to Cleveland, was nominated
for a James Beard Award last year.
Tradition may have helped Max earn acclaim in his cooking, but it makes the dining
room feel stodgy. Past the host stand, ones
and twos sit at caramel-colored bar tables
that rest atop sand-colored marble floors.
A businessman from Tampa plays with
his phone, resting his elbow against glass
that’s frosted in a pattern of waves. Another
guy sits at the bar corner alone, wearing
flip-flops, a Hawaiian shirt, and shorts.
Behind him, the room opens to the
dining area: not quite dark but as dim as
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3030 Ocean’s $15 grilled octopus with Dutch potatoes and an arugula salad.
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Speaking by phone later, Max says part of
what makes farm-to-table so difficult here is
that it contrasts with the norm: Most of the
agricultural land in South Florida is run by
big agribusiness and is used to grow crops
for major supermarkets from around the
country. And when it comes to the rise of local farmers’ markets, he notes that many of
them are selling remarketed produce from
big corporate farms rather than goods farmers have grown themselves — ultimately benefiting big business instead of the little guy.
Max’s attention to sourcing is evident in
a $13 duck confit, presented between leaves
of a pinwheel: homemade pasta sheets,
cut and folded as triangles on a plate. The
dish is made by curing duck overnight in
salt, sugar, and water, with thyme, garlic,
and spices such as clove and star anise. It
is rinsed, then slow-cooked in duck fat at
225 degrees for several hours. The duck is
finally pulled from the bone and presented
between pinwheel leaves, with a purée of local carrots and a side of sautéed spinach, then
garnished with a celery foam and a duck jus
drizzle. It’s a decadent starter that expertly
balances the rich confit, sweet vegetables,
and the silky egg in the homemade pasta.
As much as he supports local farmers, Max dips outside of our boundaries
for superior products. He tops a $13 frisée
salad with Benton’s bacon, the gourmand’s go-to from Allan Benton, who
is based in rural Tennessee. “I love that
guy,” Max says of the celebrity farmer.
Still, the salad isn’t as beautiful as the
confit, because the ingredients lack interplay. Apples are sharp; the frisée head of
hair is unwieldy; the lavender isn’t a match
for the ingredients. Yet the beautiful orange yolk and the bacon pairing sing.
Perhaps Max’s most acclaimed dish is
local salt-block-seared wahoo, an entrée
well worth the $32 price for its succulence,
texture, and fresh, rare interior. The dish is
flanked by seasonal accompaniments — on
this night, sour apple, celery root, citrus foam,
and a hipster nod to pork-belly-fried rice.
Back at the bar, the man who queried
the chef talks about stone crabs, priced
on this day at $18 per claw. “Do you even
like those?” the man asks the diner next to
him. “I know they’re a delicacy, but I don’t
understand why I’d pay so much for something that I’m underwhelmed by,” he says.
“Besides, I’d rather stick to things I know.”
Max must often cater to a conservative clientele in the confinement of straightforward
environs. Max says that “great, simple food”
does well in this market, and he has defined
the menu accordingly, even as it changes daily
according to what’s in season and available.
Simple foods, such as $16 bacon-basted
diver scallops and $15 grilled octopus with
Dutch potatoes and an olive-fennel salad,
grace the first courses. They are items that
may be familiar in name but likely not in
quality, hence the price that’s well above
similar dishes at less-formal restaurants.
Max credits a loyal clientele for his success. Yet he emphasizes change ahead.
As more people start paying attention to
chef-focused menus and become educated
about the farm-to-table ethos, “the dining
market in this area is wide open,” he says.
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|The Internet|

The article, and all of the Inside Fort Lauderdale website, has been written for years
by a man who simply went by Dennis. Or
sometimes Max or a half dozen other aliases
when he writes nasty comments on blogs.
But his real name, New Times
has learned, is Dennis Baasch.
Baasch is 51 and moved to Florida from
Melville, New York, where he was registered
as a Republican, according to records. He
bought a $1.2 million condo in Las Olas Grand
in 2006 that’s now worth about $775,000. He
owns several companies, including Inside
Marketing Inc., Bandwidth Management
Corp., and Emerging Technologies, which

website called Inside Fort Lauderdale posted a review October 24 of
the new Philippe by Philippe Chow
restaurant in Boca Raton
X
under the headline “Philippe Chow’s
X
Questionable Price Claim.” The main
Get a daily serving of dining news at:
point of the snarky article — written
CLEANPLATECHARLIE.COM
anonymously — was a claim that the
upscale Chinese restaurant had lied
Small Plates is a compilation of items from our
food blog, CleanPlateCharlie.com,
about its prices being lower than its
and our emailed dining newsletter, Café Bites.
Miami outpost. The point was flawed,
largely because the writer used the
registered insidefortlauderdale.com.
wrong menu for the Miami restaurant.
Reached by phone, Baasch says his goal
But beyond that failed argument, the article
is to supplant traditional media outlets like
also went out of its way to criticize the Gab
Group, the public relations firm that had publi- New Times when it comes to food coverage. He decried the idea that his name
cized Philippe. The unsigned piece continued:
would be printed. “Personal attacks aren’t
“Frankly I blamed the Gab Group, because
cool,” he said. “You want to attack my
exaggeration is something they do well.”
website or say my reviews suck? That’s
It’s a claim that Michelle Soudry, owner
fine. But don’t put up personal attacks.”
of Gab Group, didn’t appreciate. “I started
When asked about the fact that his website
this company eight years ago out of my
and his comments on New Times’ website
garage after having my first child, and my
often amount to personal attacks — includgoal has always been integrity,” Soudry said.
ing suggesting food writers and chefs should
She now has 13 employees, is among South
be fired — Baasch said those kind of personal
Florida’s largest public relations firms, and
attacks are different. He said he wouldn’t be
is known among the media for sending
able to do his job if people knew his name,
straightforward news releases that do not
although that’s not true for credible food
embellish. “This guy doesn’t have the guts
critics. When asked about this, Baasch said
to put his name or face out there with what
the reason he needs anonymity is so
he’s writing. He’s obviously a coward.”
>> p28
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people don’t know his personal information,
like where he lives. Asked if he feared people
hunting him down, he said: “Of course not.”
It seemed clear Baasch either hadn’t
thought out why he deserves anonymity or was keeping the reason to himself.
In response, he said: “You don’t think
the way I think, and you don’t stand a
chance of understanding it anyway.”
It appears the first published piece Baasch
penned was printed in the letters section of
the Sun-Sentinel on October 11, 2008. He complained about what he called an Obama “handout plan,” although he didn’t specify what
he was referring to. “Successful people give
tons of money to charity, because we know
the money will get to people in hardship,”
Baasch wrote. “When we pay higher taxes
and the government writes checks, the money
goes to lots of undeserving people, including
drug addicts, the lazy and those who spent
their youths partying instead of studying.”
That vitriol became his calling card when
he began Inside Fort Lauderdale about a year
and a half ago. He writes constantly about the
restaurant scene in Fort Lauderdale, penning
unsigned previews of soon-to-come restaurants, reviews of media receptions, and then
full-length reviews, often the day a restaurant
opens. Almost always, they are negative if not
outright pans. Some of the most successful,
longest-running restaurants in town have
gotten unfavorable reviews. The overall tone
of the site is made clear under the “Contact
Us” heading, where he mainly dissuades
feedback: “Please don’t post a complaint if
you’re unwilling to provide a real email so
we can respond. It’s just a waste of time.”
That lack of transparency and feedback
has irked restaurant owners and public relations people who say that Baasch often gets
articles wrong. Try to contact him for a correction, they say, and you’ll get no response.
While Baasch doesn’t want feedback on
his own site, he has been quick to offer it on
Clean Plate Charlie and the rest of the New
Times website. “This would have been a good
idea for an article if you did it right,” he wrote
on an item about buying breakfast at Aldi’s.
“A caption on the lead picture would be useful,” he wrote nearly immediately after an
item about the top sports bars went live. “Boo,
hiss, jeer on this. If trout with lima beans is
better than La Cigale’s Dover Sole Meuniere
I’ll eat my hat,” he sneered on an item about
the terrific trout amandine from Rack’s.
On our October 20 review of Philippe
Chow, he used the alias “Klaus” to crack on
the Gab Group and Philippe Chow, using the
same argument from his site. Writing about
our new restaurant critic, Melissa McCart,
Baasch wrote: “I think it’s time to strike
the gong on the new girl. Is this serious?”
His diatribe earned a written response
in the comments field from Stratis Morfogen, CEO of Philippe Chow. Morfogen
says public relations types would have told
him to ignore the snark, but he couldn’t let
someone make up stories using an alias.
“I’m not going to hide behind a tree as
someone makes up facts,” Morfogen told
New Times. “My name is Stratis Morfogen,
and I’m the CEO of Philippe Chow, and I’m
not going to hide and take this nonsense.”
Such a reaction has been common around

Laura’s Cuban
Restaurant

|Side Dish|

2723 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood. Call 561-921-9990.

N

amed for the wife of the husband-and-wife
duo who run this café, Laura’s Cuban offers authentic Cuban home cooking in a
modest setting nestled in a shopping center.
Among the most popular eats are the delicious
Cubano sandwich and the roast pork that’s
slow-cooked daily and served with plantains.
Palomilla steak — garnished with thin-sliced,
caramelized onions and paired with white rice
and black beans — fills up a diner with the heartiest appetite, as does the Cuban classic ropa
vieja, which is shredded flank steak in tomato
sauce. Save room for homemade desserts,
which include classics such as flan and tres
leches cake made on the premises by Laura. In
addition to a sizable menu, there’s an extensive
beer and wine list as well as homemade red and
white sangria. MELISSA MCCART

town, with restaurants and public relations
firms nearly spitting when they mention the
name Dennis. They loathe his usually negative reviews, even though few people have
read them. According to website tracking
service Alexa, insidefortlauderdale.com is
the 982,646th most read site, with 25 other
sites linking to it (for comparison, New Times’
site is 32,577th, with 2,766 sites linking).
One of the regular targets for Baasch’s
hatred has been Ted Inserra, a Fort Lauderdale native who has worked at some of the
best South Florida
restaurants. Inserra
now cooks at OB
House and M-Bar,
and Baasch has often
been quick to criticize Inserra anytime
New Times reports
on him. “I’ve never
THIS CODE met the gentleman,
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
and I wouldn’t know
FREE IPHONE APP if he was sitting next
FOR MORE RESTAURANTS
OR VISIT
to me at the bar right
browardpalmbeach.com now,” Inserra said.
“He doesn’t like
anything. He’s just a negative person, and it’s
mind-boggling why he would be like that.”
What has confused those who have been
burned by Baasch’s website is his motivation. Spots for advertisements have long
been held open with gray boxes declaring
“Your Ad Here.” He has been known to send
emails to restaurants asking them to advertise. One that declined was met with a reply
threatening that a harsh review could be
published instead. That email was later forwarded to New Times, although the owners
of the restaurant asked that it not be named.
Baasch’s recent review of YOLO seems
like it might have come out of such a place.
“This will be the most comprehensive review
of YOLO ever written; the good, the bad
and the ugly,” he wrote. “I will preface this
by saying that based on pure fundamentals,
I don’t like YOLO.” The bar looks “cheap,”
the lunch menu is “no bargain,” and the
wineglasses hanging at the bar are “filthy.”
When asked about Baasch’s motivation,
those interviewed for this article kept using
the same word: asshole. When asked if he’s an
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Ever wish there were a few more places you could
go to grab a bite, have a few drinks, watch the game,
and listen to one of your favorite bands — while
wearing nothing more than your bathing suit?
Well, if so, your wish just came true, thanks
to the multilevel, multiconcept nightlife and
live music venue known as Sandbar.
With a prime location at 900 Sunrise Lane — just
off A1A in Fort Lauderdale — it’s the new kid on
the block — and not just new as in opened-a-fewweeks-ago new but also thanks to its hybrid theme.
From top to bottom, Sandbar offers a little
bit of something for everyone, starting with the
ground-level beach bar and restaurant, continuing to the second-floor sports-bar-by-day/
club-by-night, and finishing with the rooftop
ultra lounge overlooking the ocean.

Recession or no, it seems that everyone loves
a deal, whether it’s a happy-hour buffet, dollar eats, or slashed prices on favorite items.
Would you eat dinner for a dollar or less? (I’d
likely skip it, though I’m in the minority.) Here’s a
roundup of lowbrow fare for days when money’s
tight or you’re saving it for the weekend.
5. America’s Backyard $5 Happy Hour menu
From 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesdays through
Fridays, drinks are two-for-one, and a rotating selection of cheap eats — sliders, mac
and cheese, plain pizzas — sells for $5.
4. Maguires Taco Tuesday
“Are you really gonna eat that?” I’ve heard
more than one Tuesday during happy hour. The
answer is undoubtedly yes, even though the
tacos are not particularly Irish (or appetizing).
3. Mai-Kai’s Wednesday free sushi buffet
Highlighted in November’s Atlantic Monthly
for its tiki cocktails, the Mai-Kai has regained some
cachet when it comes to drinks and goings-on.
Never a gourmand’s destination, Mai-Kai makes
us hesitate when it comes to free raw fish, offered
every Wednesday from 5 to 9 p.m. What kind
of fish? “We never know until it’s out that day,”
said a spokesperson. Proceed with caution.
2. Treasure Trove’s $1 Taco Tuesday
A favorite dive bar at the beach offers one
of the area’s favorite cheap-ass lunches: hard
tacos for a buck. Add to it a $3.75 Corona or
a shot of Jameson and it’s a lunch that beats
the hell out of Taco Bell. Enjoy while you can,
since Treasure Trove’s lease is up this winter.
1. The Downtowner Saloon’s $1 menu
Every weekday from 4 to 6 p.m., the locals saloon
on the river offers a dollar menu that includes tacos,
sliders, potato skins, wings, and burritos. Get dinner and drink for under ten bucks. MELISSA MCCART
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When the Lodge Beer & Grill shuttered its faux-logcabinesque doors in August, it left something of a
hole in the Boca Raton beer scene. In a town that
caters to, ahem, a more mature crowd, there aren’t
tons of places to get great craft beers on tap (Funky
Buddha Lounge among the few worthwhile options).
Boca Burger Bar, was which opened recently
in the Lodge’s former digs by the same owner,
is proposing to carry on the departed bar’s habit
of stocking better beer than what you can find
at your standard tourist trap or chain burger
joint. The debut Boca Burger Bar menu includes
a hop-heavy dozen craft beers on tap ($4.99 a
pint) — among them, Dogfish Head 60 Minute
IPA and Victory HopDevil — and a handful of
bottled beers like Left Hand Milk Stout, plus a small
wine list. And of course, there are the burgers.
The initial menu has 14 signature creations ($9.99
to $19.99) — the Surf is made with garlic-infused
lobster, while the Fat Boy comes with two patties
topped with cheddar and other fixings — and sides
like tempura onion rings and the Parmesan truffle
fries for which the Lodge was known. Time will tell
if this signals Boca’s foray into the gourmet burger
race that’s surging throughout South Florida.
Boca Burger Bar is located at 200 S. Federal
Highway, Boca Raton. Despite several calls to the restaurant, New Times was unable to reach Boca Burger
Bar’s manager to pin down the eatery’s hours. We’ll
post an update on CleanPlateCharlie.com as soon as
clarification becomes available. TRICIA WOOLFENDEN
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Boca Burger Bar Now
Open in Boca Raton
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Throw in live music featuring a growing list of
local and national talent as well as resident and
guest DJs and it appears Sandbar — brought
to you by CDPT Management, which includes
the new owners of Monarchy nightclub in West
Palm Beach — is onto something special.
According to CDPT partner and co-owner Charlie
O’Flaherty, music should be the first thing you think
of when you think Sandbar. With a sound system that
rivals what you’ll find in clubs twice its size and more
than 30 speakers in-house, there’s no question that
Sandbar is all about music. And best of all: There’s not
going to be a cover, door fee, or dress code — ever.
What about food? The menu will be a mix
of Italian-style fare, ambitious bar food like
lamb sliders served with tzatziki sauce, or light
and fresh favorites like the house ceviche.
As for drinks, take your pick. Each bar will
serve beer and wine and offer a full bar, but be
sure to check out the specialty and signature
cocktails designed for the upper-level ultra
lounge, where handcrafted drinks are infused
with fresh fruit purées, juices, and herbs.
There’s also a list of weekly drink specials
themed for every night of the week and a
weekday happy hour where you’ll find halfpriced food and drink from 4 to 7 p.m.
Be sure to check CleanPlateCharlie.com
for updates on the special guest band booked
for Sandbar’s Grand Opening Block Party on
Wednesday, November 23. NICOLE DANNA

browardpalmbeach.com

asshole, Baasch paused, a long five seconds
of silence, before launching into a longwinded explanation. “Why do people think
I’m an asshole? Because I tell the truth?”
He argued that he’s a food critic and has to
be tough, so therefore some people have
made the jump to thinking he’s an asshole.
Perhaps he doesn’t want his name associated with the site because his “Dennis”
persona is more of an asshole than he is
in real life. Baasch rejected that theory.
“I’m not afraid to have my name
associated with this,” he said.
So there you go. The man behind
insidefortlauderdale.com, who some
say is an asshole, is Dennis Baasch.
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Battle Royal

Hova and Yeezy,
comfortably
affixed atop their
kingly chairs.

Jay-Z and Kanye aim to emerge
from the Watch the Throne
tour having beaten back the
pretenders and punk bitches.

Matthew Peyton

Jay-Z and Kanye West’s “Watch the Throne” Tour
7:30 p.m. Monday, November 14, at BankAtlantic
Center, 1 Panther Parkway, Sunrise. Call 954-8357825, or visit bankatlanticcenter.com. Tickets cost
$59.50 to $250 plus fees via ticketmaster.com.
Also 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, November 15, at American
Airlines Arena, 601 Biscayne Blvd., Miami. Call
786-777-1000, or visit aaarena.com. Tickets cost
$39.50 to $250 plus fees via ticketmaster.com.

BY S. PAJOT

OPEN FROM 4pm to 4am
MONDAY 9pm-2am

SUNDAYS 10pm-2am

TUESDAYS 9pm-4am

EGE NIGHT
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FRI. NOV. 11TH • 10pm-4am

During Happy Hour 4-8pm
$2.50 Wells & Doms
$3 Appetizers

WEDNESDAYS 9pm-3am

OPEN PRO JAM

• w/ ANDY MENDEZ & Friends •

Bands Welcome to schedule showcases in advance!

LADIES Drink FREE 8-12am

Buckets 5-4-$12 Dom, 5-4-$15 Imp

SAT. NOV. 12TH • 10pm-4am

ROUGH SHOT SKINTRADE

Cypress Creek Rd. to Pinecrest Sq. Ctr. @ Dixie Hwy., Fort Lauderdale

941 E. Cypress Creek Rd. • 954.771.6337

www.CheersFoodAndSpirits.com • www.Facebook.com/CheersFoodAndSpirits
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throned, but it’s inevitable. In terms of internet
saturation, Odd Future’s Tyler the Creator
and company are slowly stalking through the
streets toward the Roc Nation and Good Music
compounds with youth on their side. Hova is
a 41-year-old married man with an heir on the
way in Beyoncé’s womb, and Yeezy’s become
a 34-year-old man-child desperately trying to
hold onto his status as hip-hop’s enfant terrible.
And there’s no more embarrassing example
of their rapidly advancing age than a silly boast
about having been the progenitors of “swag,”
the name of the very movement that’s threatening to overturn and torch their twin thrones.
“I invented swag,” Jay-Z goofily insists on
“Otis,” the lead single off their album, before resorting to standard pimpin’ stereotypes (“Poppin’ bottles, puttin’ supermodels in the cab”),
shouting out his $20,000 wristwear (“New
watch alert, Hublot/Or the big face Roley, I got
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n the spring of 1789, a quiet revolutionary fervor seized the rebellious bourgeoisie in France. While King Louis
XVI and his cake-eating wife, Marie
Antoinette, fattened in Château de Versailles,
war, economic strife, and class inequality
swept the land. A good 222 years after the
rebels sharpened the guillotine and picked
out baskets for Louis and Marie’s severed
heads, a vicious onslaught of 20-something

rappers plot the overthrow of hip-hop’s royal
family, headed by Jay-Z and Kanye West.
As unrest and upheaval sweeps across the
world via Arab Spring and the Tea Party’s battle
with Occupy Wall Street movement on American soil, Hova and ’Ye have banded together to
Watch the Throne. The phrase is the title of their
partnership, a 12-track collaborative album
pitched as the definitive artistic document from
two of the game’s current kings. It’s also an offensive against the rabid, internet-mobilized
mob of upstart MCs actively conspiring to push
these rich rappers off their solid-gold seats.
In 2011, Forbes-listed Jay-Z is hip-hop’s
Louis XVI, high-strung Kanye West plays
Marie Antoinette, and Los Angeles rap
crew Odd Future is cast as the hyperviolent
hordes raging at the gates with an insatiable hunger for buckets of royal blood.
Jay-Z and Kanye West don’t need to be de-

Still, Hova and Yeezy remain comfortably
fixed atop their kingly chairs for the moment.
And perhaps the pair’s Watch the Throne tour
engagements will briefly quell the onward
march of those swagged-out masses seeking to unseat, beat, and extinguish them.
Early reports on Jay and ’Ye’s massive U.S.
excursion have been wholly positive, brimming
with adulation. Credit live production featuring elaborate stage sets, equally elaborate minisets, 50-foot floating cubes, building-sized LED
screens, levitating platforms, laser shows, even
Givenchy-designed American flags. And there’s
undoubtedly a dazzling kind of intimacy to
actually holding court with a king. Like another
once-omnipotent, now-waning rap royal — Lil
Wayne — whose recent blazing trek around the
country seemed to contradict the lame morass
of his latest album, Jay-Z and Kanye aim to
emerge from the Watch the Throne tour having
beaten back the pretenders and punk bitches.
After all, these kings have been to war.
They’ve already been guarding their huge
and exalted solid-gold thrones for over a
decade. And this wouldn’t be the first time
they’ve fended off the hip-hop hordes.
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Jay-Z and Kanye West take Watch the Throne global to fend off the hip-hop hordes.

browardpalmbeach.com
browardpalmbeach.com

Music

two of those”), and just generally revealing his
and Kanye’s fundamental misunderstanding of
the whole Odd Future-led uprising. It’s what
could be called a “Let Them Eat Cake” moment.
Another omen of Jay and Kanye’s inevitable
decline: The pair’s recent solo slabs, guest
spots, and even Watch the Throne all are increasingly uninspired and rigidly formulaic.
No longer the chief focus of their kingdom, the
rappers’ music is another means (in addition to
record labels, fashion lines, autobiographical
tomes, etc.) to push and profit off an increasingly extravagant brand geared less and less
toward the streetheads, AKA the real rap fans.
The middle-aged millionaires’ mushrooming elitism echoes throughout Watch
the Throne’s track list, and its appearance
follows. In an age when the compact disc is
dying a sad, protracted death, the disc dons a
gaudy, gold cover that looks like it was ripped
right out of the fucking ceiling at Versailles.
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County Grind

Orlando Calling

Drink beer
with the good
Sister.

New Times’ Beerfest featuring Sister Hazel
With Bobby Lee Rogers. 7 p.m. Saturday, November 12, at Esplanade Park, 20 N. New River
Drive, Fort Lauderdale. Tickets cost $30 to $70.

All
for Brew
Sister Hazel headlines New

Tour
Machine
The Pixies bolster the

Times’ Beerfest 2011.

Orlando Calling lineup.

BY TRAVIS NEWBILL

S

ister Hazel’s 1997 hit “All for You” is
still reverberating in the back corners
of our collective consciousness. For
many folks, though, that’s where ties
to the band end. What those folks may not
realize is that the Gainesville product is a very
different creature than that poppy anthem
lets on. Today’s Sister Hazel features more of
a Southern, jam-band vibe with a legion of devoted fans called “Hazelnuts” who pay attention to set lists, trade bootlegged recordings,
and flock to see the band on land and sea.
The guys tour constantly and have released nine albums since their rock radio
breakthrough in the ’90s, including a pair
in the past three years — 2009’s Release and
2010’s Heartland Highway. They also play
festivals — their own is called Hazelnut
Hang — and for 12 years running, they’ve
hosted Rock Boat, which was one of the
pioneer “floating festival” music cruises.
Recently, when NFL fans tuned into
Monday Night Football expecting to hear
Hank Williams Jr. belt out “Are you ready
for some football?” they heard Sister Hazel’s
Ken Block and Andrew Copeland singing the national anthem. ESPN had pulled
Williams’ intro — and broken ties with him
permanently — after he compared President
Barack Obama to Adolf Hitler on Fox News.
Sister Hazel headlines the 14th running
of New Times’ Beerfest on Saturday. Ahead
of that gig, we chatted with Copeland about
cruising, singing for 16 million people,
and potentially playing a Disney-hosted
magic mushroom festival in the future.
New Times: Hey, man, so you’re coming to play Fort Lauderdale, where people
love cruises. How important is it for a band
to have its own cruise in this day and age?
Drew Copeland: Umm, it all depends on
your fan base. If you’ve got a fan base that
is turned on by something like that, it can
be a good thing. But sometimes you find
out that even bands with the most hardcore fans in the world... they’re just not the
kind of fans who like to go on a cruise.
It might be an interesting strategy for
unknown bands to go ahead and get a
cruise and try to break it big that way.
Well, that’s a heck of a risk. That’s
a lot of money to put up. They don’t
just hand out boats to anybody.
Maybe that would be a move for
a band with very rich parents.
[laughs] Yeah, exactly!
You all recently played Epcot’s Beer and Wine
fest, and now you’re coming down here to play
New Times’ Beerfest. Do you guys like beer?
Yeah, man! We do all the beer fests
around the country. October is a big
touring month for Sister Hazel.
Would you say that beer is the drug
of choice for a Sister Hazel concert?

Featuring the Pixies, the Killers, the Roots, the
Raconteurs, Kid Cudi, Bob Seger & the Silver
Bullet Band, Kid Rock, and others. Saturday,
November 12, and Sunday, November 13, at
Citrus Bowl Stadium, 1610 W. Church St.,
Orlando. Tickets cost $85 for a single day and
$150 for both days. Visit orlandocalling.com.

BY REED FISCHER

T

www.ctaylorcrothers.com

[laughs] Probably. I know for
sure on the Rock Boat there is quite
a bit of consumption of beer.
Sister Hazel came up as an alternative band in the ’90s, but it kind of seems
like a jam band. Have you all consciously
adopted the jam-band model at all?

He told me, “Man, I gotta tell you.
I really love you, and I’m happy
for your success, but if I hear that
song one more time, I’m going to
shoot myself in the face.” Man,
that is the ultimate compliment.
You know, it’s funny, because the song
that got us noted was “All for You,” which
is kind of a poppy song. That song was the
most played song in ’97 and ’98. I had a
friend who was living in California at the
time, and he told me, “Man, I gotta tell you.
I really love you, and I’m happy for your
success, but if I hear that song one more
time, I’m going to shoot myself in the face.”
Man, that is the ultimate compliment.
Yeah, you definitely got in there with that one.
But the truth is, the core of the band
has always had more of a Southern-rock,
jam-band feel. If you’ve ever seen us live,
then you’d know that “All for You” is not
necessarily indicative of our music.

So, if Epcot ever put on a festival to appeal
to the jam-band crowd, like if they were to put
on a magic mushroom festival instead of a Beer
and Wine fest, would you guys like to play that?
[laughs] Absolutely. One-hundred percent.
Awesome. Can I make a request for the Beerfest set?
Absolutely. What do you got?
“All My Rowdy Friends” by Hank Williams Jr.
[laughs] All right, all right. I will
see if we can’t work that one up.
Did you know that your performance was
going to be broadcast live before you went
out to sing on Monday Night Football?
When we found out that [us singing the
national anthem] was going to be available to every individual’s DVR across the
country, that was pretty nerve-racking.
But I think we did OK. It was a safe anthem for us. Nothing spectacular. We
didn’t pull a Whitney Houston, but we
certainly didn’t pull a Roseanne Barr.
How many people were watching that?
I think it was somewhere between 16 and
18 million. It was very trippy. And not only
that but the next day to see our band’s name
in the same headline as Hank Williams Jr.
Hank Williams Jr., Barack Obama, Monday Night Football, and Adolf Hitler.
[laughs] Yeah, exactly! Yeah, that’s
crazy that people could’ve Googled Hitler, Sister Hazel, or Hank Williams Jr.
and they could’ve gotten one article.
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

he Pixies’ victory lap continues widening
almost a full two decades after the band
last put out a new album. After originating
in Boston in the late-’80s and creating a hook-filled
rock boilerplate inspiring everyone from Nirvana to
Surfer Blood, internal tensions tore them apart. Now,
the core of frontman Black Francis, bassist Kim Deal,
guitarist Joey Santiago, and drummer Dave Lovering
is whole, and a never-ending tour commemorating
the 20th anniversary of beloved Doolittle album continues two years after the milestone was reached.
“This is probably the biggest production that we’ve
done,” says Santiago. The current leg of the tour
— dubbed “Lost Cities” because it hits locales the
Pixies have never played — arrives at the Orlando
Calling Festival on Saturday. New Times caught up
with Santiago at home just before the tour began.
New Times: Have you sustained a lot
of damage to your body from attacking the
amp during performances over the years?
Joey Santiago: My fingers would just
bleed, but that’s nothing, you know. I’m just
whacking the shit out of my strings, and it
hits the pick guard. But, no. Nothing really.
If anything, the guitar’s taking the abuse.
What part of the legacy of the Pixies is the most important to you?
That we’re still relevant. Our records will
probably never go out of print. And people are
buying more vinyl now than actually CDs of
ours. It’s not disposable music. We were lucky
enough to find our niche. That’s the vibe that
people get from us, that we sound honest. We
don’t sound contrived at all. Not to say that any
band does, but it’s more apparent in our music.
That, and “Wave of Mutilation”
and the rest of Doolittle is integrated
into the Rock Band videogame?
I suck at Rock Band. I tried songs [other than
ours] that are there. It’s too push-button. I don’t
have the patience for it. You know, if I’m going to do
that, I’ll just learn the damned song on the guitar.
What do you have to do now
to prepare for a Pixies tour?
I have to practice for practice, because we
only do one day of rehearsal. I don’t want to
sit around and go, “I don’t know that one. Let
me learn that for a second. Hold on, guys.” I’m
just briefly running through stuff. I’ll go verse,
chorus, “Oh yeah, I remember that.” We haven’t
played out in like four months or something.
Obviously I don’t play the Pixies every day.
When you’re sitting around playing the guitar by yourself, how often do
you come across just a riff that you think
would be perfect for a new Pixies song?
Oh God, you know, hardly ever.
And when I do, I forget it.
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AMERICAN AIRLINES ARENA

ON SALE THIS SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12 at 10AM!
CHARGE BY PHONE: 800-745-3000. ALL DATES, ACTS
AND TICKET PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE. TICKET PRICES SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE FEES.
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Live Wire
The Monster Energy Outbreak Tour
With Of Mice & Men, Iwrestledabearonce, I See
Stars, and others. 5 p.m. Friday, November 11, at
Rocketown, 371 S. Federal Highway, Pompano
Beach. Tickets cost $16 in advance, $18 at the door.
Call 954-786-1116, or visit rocketownfl.com.

he postpostpostposthardcore scene has seen
a number of bands with names cribbed from
Tfamous
books. We’ve had an Across Five Aprils, and
the Devil Wears Prada is still going. Now there’s Of
Mice & Men, a Southern California quintet whose
sound sometimes veers into George’s smarts but
more often into Lennie’s ham-handed brutality.
The band cribs freely from styles codified by a
couple of acts that over-21s might remember. There
are the proggish tendencies of bands like Coheed
and Cambria and the loud-soft-croon-scream tension of late-period From Autumn to Ashes. The
band’s current crop of fans, though, most likely first
listened thanks to its Warped Tour-era pedigree.
At the helm is Austin Carlile, a former member of
Attack Attack, the band who, for better or worse,
invented the nongenre “crabcore.” Of Mice & Men
largely does away with the squatting posing, though,
instead focusing on a sound as hypercharged
and caffeinated as the energy drink sponsoring its current headlining tour. ARIELLE CASTILLO
Queensrÿche
8 p.m. Friday, November 11, at Revolution, 200 W.
Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale. Tickets cost $29.
Call 954-727-0950, or visit jointherevolution.net.

These guys

the rock world at large, Queensrÿche
wrestledabearonce.
is one of the few acts to come out
of that scene and into mainstream
success. That’s because, despite
any early noodly leanings during
its beginning in the early ‘80s, the
band has always had a knack for
fist-pumping choruses. The best
Queensrÿche songs have combined
prog metal’s tight technicality with
explosive, anthemic melodies that
landed the band on the top radio
stations and arenas of the world.
These days, the band’s profile is a
little lower, but it continues to release
new music, and four of the five original
members — Geoff Tate, Michael Wilton, Eddie Jackson, and Scott Rockenfield — are still rocking together.
This year marks the band’s 30th
anniversary and the release of its 13th
studio album, Dedicated to Chaos,
which appeared this past June.
Queensrÿche celebrates both of these
milestones with an intimate headlining gig at Revoluin them are born, copied, and then summarily
tion this Thursday before hitting the high seas aboard
killed seemingly before anyone can even blog on
the annual Shiprocked hard-rock cruise. ARIELLE CASTILLO Tumblr about them. Yet somehow, the national
glossy Alternative Press remains on top of them
The Alternative Press Tour
all, both through its monthly magazine and online
With Four Year Strong, Gallows, Title Fight, the
presence and through its branded package tours.
Swellers, and Sharks. 6:30 p.m. Wednesday, NovemInterestingly, though these are often focused on
ber 16, at Culture Room, 3045 N. Federal Highway,
what’s next, the current run of the AP tour features
Fort Lauderdale. Tickets cost $15. Call 954-5641074, or visit cultureroom.net.
bands from recent years who have already established themselves as titans of their various factions.
here are about a million current underground
British act Gallows, for one, has long been hailed as
rock microscenes that, at one point, shared an
the second coming of proper hardcore punk, one of
evolutionary branch way back in punk rock. Trends

many heavy bands dubbed “progressive
T
metal” have been forced to toil on the fringes of
While

the few acts that can be accurately labeled as such
that’s still appeared on the Warped Tour in recent
years. Four Year Strong, meanwhile, picked up the
thread left by New Found Glory and has won hordes
of fans with a buoyant, punk-inflected brand of power
pop. Also particularly noteworthy on the bill are
the Swellers, an act from famously depressed Flint,
Michigan, that somehow combines melodic early
hardcore with roughed-up ‘90s indie for a resulting
sound that is still critically underrated. ARIELLE CASTILLO
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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ENTERTAINMENT

HAPPY HOUR

MON-FRI • 4-7PM

THE BEST LIVE BLUES
IN TOWN!
(NEVER A COVER)

SATURDAYS

11/12 Pitbull of Blues
11/17 Albert Castiglia
11/26 Lowdown 13

TRIBUTE THURSDAYS

11/10 Troy Andersen is “Sachmo”
11/17 The Castaways
12/1 Jimmy Stone & Stowaways
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Concerts for the Week
T H U R S D A Y, N O V . 1 0
DVNO: Funky Buddha Lounge, 2621 N. Federal Highway,
Boca Raton, 561-368-4643, myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge.
John Fogerty: Hard Rock Live, 1 Seminole Way, Hollywood,
954-797-5531, hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com.
Hed PE: With Slaine. Respectable Street, 518 Clematis
St., West Palm Beach, 561-832-9999, respectablestreet.
com/rst/.
Iko-Iko: With Nicole Yarling. Mizner Park Amphitheater, 590
Plaza Real, Boca Raton, 561-362-0606, miznerpark.com.
Peter Murphy: With She Wants Revenge, 7:30 p.m.
Revolution Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale,
954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Nighthawks: Bamboo Room, 25 S. J St., Lake Worth, 561585-2583, bambooroomblues.com.
Suede Dudes: With The Anthropologists of Nosy Mangabe
and the Gun Hoes. Green Room, 100 Southwest Third Ave.,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-727-0950, greenroomlive.com.
Tinariwen: Grand Central, 697 N. Miami Ave., Miami, 305377-2277, grandcentralmiami.com.
F R I D A Y, N O V . 1 1
Architecture in Helsinki: Grand Central, 697 N. Miami
Ave., Miami, 305-377-2277, grandcentralmiami.com.
Tommy Castro Band: Bamboo Room, 25 S. J St., Lake
Worth, 561-585-2583, bambooroomblues.com.
Femme Fest 5: Tobacco
Road, 626 S. Miami Ave.,
Miami, 305-374-1198,
tobacco-road.com.
The Hip Abduction:
Funky Buddha Lounge,
2621 N. Federal Highway,
Boca Raton, 561-368-4643,
myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge.
Kenny Millions: With
THIS CODE Chrome Dick & Aiwass.
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
Sweat Records, 5505
FREE IPHONE APP Northeast Second Ave.,
FOR MORE CONCERTS
Miami, 786-693-9309,
OR VISIT
browardpalmbeach.com sweatrecordsmiami.com.
Monster Energy Outbreak Tour: With Of Mice
and Men, I Wrestled a Bear Once, For the Fallen Dreams,
I See Stars, Abandon All Ships, and That’s Outrageous!.
Rocketown, 371 S. Federal Highway, Pompano Beach,
954-366-3952.
Queensrÿche: 8 p.m. Revolution Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd.,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.

SCAN

S A T U R D A Y, N O V . 1 2
Brain Chips: With Three Bad Jacks. The Monterey Club,
2608 S. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, 954-598-1887,
themontereyclub.net.
Forty Winters: With For the Future, Bolboa, Dear Father,
Sleep Patterns, I am the Finisher, Abiotic, Paris is Burning, Visions of Disgust, Open Autopsy, and Von Wolfe.
Rocketown, 371 S. Federal Highway, Pompano Beach,
954-366-3952.
Instant Whips: With Heartline Fits. Propaganda, 6 S. J St.,
Lake Worth, 561-547-7273, propagandalw.com.
Sander Kleinenberg: Pangaea, 5711 Seminole Way, Hollywood, 954-581-5454, pangaea-lounge.com.
Lavola: With IYF and Sirens and Sealions. Green Room, 100
Southwest Third Ave., Fort Lauderdale, 954-727-0950,
greenroomlive.com.
Los Lonely Boys: Culture Room, 3045 N. Federal Highway,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
New Times’ Beerfest With Sister Hazel: Esplanade Park,
400 Southwest 4th Ave., Fort Lauderdale, 954-390-7620.
Sting: The Fillmore Miami Beach, 1700 Washington Ave.,
Miami Beach, 305-673-7300, fillmoremb.com.
The Things They Carried: The Talent Farm Studios, 20911
Johnson St. Ste 111, Pembroke Pines, 954-438-3488,
thetalentfarm.com.
S U N D A Y, N O V . 1 3
Farewell Fighter: With Assemble the Skyline and Dinner
and a Suit. The Talent Farm Studios, 20911 Johnson St. Ste

111, Pembroke Pines, 954-438-3488, thetalentfarm.com.
Medeski, Martin & Wood: Culture Room, 3045 N. Federal
Highway, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Taylor Swift: American Airlines Arena, 601 Biscayne Blvd.,
Miami, 305-960-8500, aaarena.com.

M O N D A Y, N O V . 1 4
Jay-Z and Kanye West: BankAtlantic Center, 1 Panther Parkway, Sunrise, 954-835-8000, bankatlanticcenter.com.
T U E S D A Y, N O V . 1 5
Agnostic Front: With the Mongoloids, Naysayer, and
Nobody’s Hero. Churchill’s Pub, 5501 NE 2nd Ave, Miami,
305-757-1807, churchillspub.com.
The Stronger the Love Tour: With Action Item, Burnham, Megan & Liz, Hollywood Ending, and Count Me In.
Rocketown, 371 S. Federal Highway, Pompano Beach,
954-366-3952.
W E D N E S D A Y, N O V . 1 6
AP Tour: With Four Years Strong and Gallows. Culture
Room, 3045 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, 954564-1074, cultureroom.net.

Early Warnings
NOVEMBER
Jason Bonham’s Led Zeppelin Experience: Thu., Nov.
17. Hard Rock Live, 1 Seminole Way, Hollywood, 954-7975531, hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com.
Rock Yourself to Sleep Tour: With Alesana, Askylit Drive,
Serianna, Sleeping With Sirens, and Atilla, Thu., Nov. 17,
6 p.m. Revolution Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Sondre Lerche: Thu., Nov. 17. Culture Room, 3045 N.
Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Mayday Parade: Fri., Nov. 18. Revolution Live, 200 W.
Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Misfits: Fri., Nov. 18. Culture Room, 3045 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
The Queers: With Knockout, Caffiends, and the Merkins,
Fri., Nov. 18. Respectable Street, 518 Clematis St., West
Palm Beach, 561-832-9999, respectablestreet.com/rst/.
Bayside Rocks: With Bunny Wailer, Luciano, Cultura
Profetica, Tabou Combo, the Original Wailers, Warrior
King, Pato Banton, and Connis Wanterpool, Sat., Nov. 19.
Bayfront Park, 301 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, 305-358-7550,
bayfrontparkmiami.com.
Candlebox: Sat., Nov. 19. Culture Room, 3045 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Manchester Orchestra: With White Denim, Mon., Nov.
21. Revolution Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Black Eyed Peas: Wed., Nov. 23. Sun Life Stadium, 2269 Dan
Marino Blvd., Opa Locka, 305-623-6100, sunlifestadium.com.
Unearth: With Chimaira, Fri., Nov. 25. Revolution Live, 200
W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
311: With DJ Soul Man, Sat., Nov. 26. Mizner Park Amphitheater, 590 Plaza Real, Boca Raton, 561-362-0606,
miznerpark.com.
Dancegiving Music Festival: Sat., Nov. 26, dancegivingfestival.com. Revolution Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort
Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Blackberry Smoke: With Jacob Jeffries Band, Wed., Nov.
30. Revolution Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Jazz Sessions 3 with Thelonious Monk: Wed., Nov.
30. Green Room, 100 Southwest Third Ave., Fort Lauderdale, 954-727-0950, greenroomlive.com.
DECEMBER
Wale: With Meek Mill and Pusha T, Thu., Dec. 1. Revolution
Live, 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-4491025, jointherevolution.net.
Marsha Ambrosius: Fri., Dec. 2. Revolution Live, 200
W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Buzz Bake Sale: Sat., Dec. 3. Cruzan Amphitheatre, 601-7
Sansbury’s Way 7, West Palm Beach, 561-795-8883.
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MONDAY NITES
LIVE BANDS

EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

HAPPY HOUR
2-4-1

WELLS, WINES & DOMESTIC BEERS
11AM-7PM
3233 North Ocean Blvd.
954.565.9264
thedivebarfl.com
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

November 10-November 16, 2011

KITCHEN OPEN DAILY

TILL MIDNIGHT ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

KARAOKE
ON SUNDAY AND
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Feel the
beat and
get off your seat!
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FOR ALL
YOUR

CROSSDRESSING
NEEDS

We are South Florida’s ONLY
Company dedicated to
your TG/CD/TS Needs!

• Feminine Clothing
Made to Fit Men
• Shoes to Size 16
• All Natural Feminizing
Hormonal Supplements
• Rhinestone Jewelry
• Wigs, Hosiery, How-To DVDs,
Makeup and So Much More

Visit us on the web:

www.cross-dress.com
www.allheelsformen.com
Now in a
New dicreet
location!
Call for details

WE SPECIALIZE IN ADULT SIZE
SCHOOL GIRL SKIRTS & PLUS SIZES

SOR, Inc

10145 NW 46 Street • Sunrise

954-748-5855

Club

HEDONISM
PRIVATE UPSCALE SWINGERS CLUB
COUPLES, ADD EXCITEMENT
TO YOUR RELATIONSHIP!

Ladies, Bi, Bi-Curious or Just on the Wild Side?? Come Party With Us!!
Watch, participate or just fantasize...

Private Play Areas • Bottle Club (BYOB) • Live DJ

$20
OFF
YEARLY MEMBERSHIP
1st Time Couples Only. With ad.

HOT FRIDAY

Gangbang Nympho Nite!
(For Couples & Singles)

SATURDAY

Sinfully SeXXXy Nite
(Check website for details)

WWW.CLUBHEDONISM.COM

1000 E. SAMPLE RD. • POMPANO BCH. • 954.783.4741

I-95 to Sample Rd. East 1/2 mile cross over Dixie Hwy & in the plaza on south side after Hess Station.

APTS/JOBS/STUFF
FREE ONLINE CLASSIFIEDS FROM THE N

Bars & Clubs
Bars & Clubs listings are free but subject
to space. Submit listings to Clubs Editor
Betsey Denberg at Betsey.Denberg@
BrowardPalmBeach.com. The deadline is noon
Thursday for the following week’s issue.
ROCK
Aruba Beach Cafe: 1 E. Commercial Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, 954-776-0001, arubabeachcafe.com. The Music
Shaker, Sun., Nov. 13.
Atlantic Brewery: 3308 E. Atlantic Blvd., Pompano Beach.
Spoonbeach, with Gluttonous Feast, Fri., Nov. 11.
The Back Room Blues Bar: 2222 W. Atlantic Ave., Delray
Beach, 561-860-4679, thebackroombluesbar.com. Marshall Brothers, Sun., Nov. 13.
Buzz’s Bar: 8931 W. Oakland Park Blvd., Sunrise, 954-7491337. Enzyme Band, Fri., Nov. 11.
Cheers Food and Spirits: 941 E. Cypress Creek Road,
Oakland Park, 954-771-6338, cheersfoodandspirits.com.
Skintrade, Sat., Nov. 12.
Churchill’s Pub: 5501 NE 2nd Ave, Miami, 305-757-1807,
churchillspub.com. Agnostic Front, with The Mongoloids,
Naysayer, and Nobody’s
Hero, Tue., Nov. 15.
Culture Room: 3045
N. Federal Highway, Fort
Lauderdale, 954-564-1074,
cultureroom.net. AP Tour,
with Four Years Strong and
Gallows, Wed., Nov. 16.
The Funky Biscuit: 303
Southeast Mizner Blvd.,
Boca Raton. Matt Farr, Sat.,
THIS CODE Nov. 12. AZ Kenny Tsak,
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
Mon., Nov. 14; 56 Deluxe
FREE IPHONE APP Band, Mon., Nov. 14.
FOR MORE CLUBS
Funky Buddha Lounge:
OR VISIT
browardpalmbeach.com 2621 N. Federal Highway,
Boca Raton, 561-368-4643,
myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge. D.V.N.O, Thu., Nov. 10. The Hip Abduction,
Fri., Nov. 11.
Green Room: 100 Southwest Third Ave., Fort Lauderdale,
954-727-0950, greenroomlive.com. Suede Dudes, with
The Anthropologists of Nosy Mangabe and the Gun Hoes,
Thu., Nov. 10. Lavola, with IYF and Sirens and Sealions,
Sat., Nov. 12.
The Hurricane Bar & Lounge: 640-7 E. Atlantic Ave.,
Delray Beach, 561-278-0282, hurricanelounge.com. Flyers, Thu., Nov. 10.
Kevro’s Art Bar: 166 Southeast Second Ave., Delray Beach.
Michael Shivers, Thu., Nov. 10.
Murphy’s Law Irish Pub: 1 Seminole Way, Fort Lauderdale, 954-791-4782, themurphyslaw.com. Smokin Aces,
Fri., Nov. 11. Funkette, Sat., Nov. 12. The Swinging Richards, Wed., Nov. 16.
Nectar Lounge at Seminole Casino Coconut Creek:
5550 Northwest 40th St., Coconut Creek, 954-977-6700,
seminolecoconutcreekcasino.com. Panic Disorder, Sat.,
Nov. 12.
O’Connors Pub: 210 Northeast Second St., Delray Beach,
561-330-0022. The Water Brothers, Sat., Nov. 12.
Original Fat Cat’s: 320 Southwest Second St., Fort Lauderdale, 954-467-5867, originalfatcats.com. Matt Farr,
Thu., Nov. 10.
Propaganda: 6 S. J St., Lake Worth, 561-547-7273, propagandalw.com. Instant Whips, with Heartline Fits, Sat.,
Nov. 12.
Respectable Street: 518 Clematis St., West Palm Beach,
561-832-9999, respectablestreet.com/rst/. Hed PE, with
Slaine, Thu., Nov. 10.
Revolution Live: 200 W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale,
954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net. Peter Murphy, with
She Wants Revenge, Thu., Nov. 10, 7:30 p.m. Queensryche, Fri., Nov. 11, 8 p.m.
Slainte Irish Pub: 1500 Gateway Blvd., Boynton Beach,
561-742-4190, slaintepubs.com/cms/. Classic Rock
Therapy, Fri., Nov. 11.
The Speakeasy Lounge: 129 N. Federal Highway, Lake
Worth, 561-791-6242, speakeasylakeworth.com. Bonnie
Riot, Thu., Nov. 10. Fiction 20 Down, Sun., Nov. 13.
Stage 84: 9118 W. State Road 84, Plantation, 954-4745040, stage84fl.com. Mike Olmeda, Fri., Nov. 11; When in
Maine, Fri., Nov. 11.
Sweat Records: 5505 Northeast Second Ave., Miami, 786693-9309, sweatrecordsmiami.com. Kenny Millions, with
Chrome Dick & Aiwass, Fri., Nov. 11.

SCAN

Tobacco Road: 626 S. Miami Ave., Miami, 305-374-1198,
tobacco-road.com. Femme Fest 5, Fri., Nov. 11.
Whiskey Tango: 1903 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, 354325-2555, whiskeytangofl.com. Funkette, Fri., Nov. 11.
Rough Shot, Sat., Nov. 12.
World of Beer: 4437 Lyons Road, Coconut Creek. Panic
Disorder, Wed., Nov. 16.
HIP-HOP
Area 7 Music and Ale: 3809 Powerline Road, Oakland
Park, 954-561-9134, myspace.com/area7musicandale.
King E, Sat., Nov. 12.
Propaganda: 6 S. J St., Lake Worth, 561-547-7273, propagandalw.com. Crucial Chaotic, Tue., Nov. 15.
BLUES
B.B. King’s Restaurant & Blues Club: 550 Rosemary
Ave., West Palm Beach, 561-420-8600, bbkingclubs.
com. Allstars, Sun., Nov. 13; Reverend Raven & the Chain
Smokin’ Altar Boys, Sun., Nov. 13.
The Back Room Blues Bar: 2222 W. Atlantic Ave., Delray
Beach, 561-860-4679, thebackroombluesbar.com. JP
Soars & the Red Hots, Thu., Nov. 10. Twocan Blue, Fri.,
Nov. 11. Kenny Neal, Sat., Nov. 12.
Bamboo Room: 25 S. J St., Lake Worth, 561-585-2583,
bambooroomblues.com. Nighthawks, Thu., Nov. 10.
Tommy Castro Band, Fri., Nov. 11.
The Big Easy: 1925 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, 954-9243006. Joey Gilmore, Thu., Nov. 10. Nouveaux Honkies, Fri.,
Nov. 11. LowDown 13, Sat., Nov. 12. Dr. Bob’s Blues Jam,
Wed., Nov. 16.
Boston’s on the Beach: 40 S. Ocean Blvd., Delray Beach,
561-278-3364, bostonsonthebeach.com. Albert Castiglia,
Tue., Nov. 15.
Bourbon on 2nd: 201 Southwest Second St., Fort Lauderdale, 954-522-1253, bourbonon2nd.wordpress.com.
Bonefish Johnny & Kilmo duo, Thu., Nov. 10. Alligator Alley Allstars, Sun., Nov. 13. Teri Catlin solo, Wed., Nov. 16.
Buzz’s Bar: 8931 W. Oakland Park Blvd., Sunrise, 954-7491337. Bluesbobby & Bluesnake jam, Thu., Nov. 10.
DaDa Restaurant & Lounge: 52 N. Swinton Ave., Delray
Beach, 561-330-3232, dada.closermagazine.com/index.
html. Poppa E & the E Band, Wed., Nov. 16.
Fishtales Bar & Grill: 3355 Northeast 33rd St., Fort
Lauderdale, 954-689-2344, fishtaleson33rd.com. Bobby
Nathan blues jam, Tue., Nov. 15.
The Funky Biscuit: 303 Southeast Mizner Blvd., Boca
Raton. Benefit for Bob Abernathy, Mon., Nov. 14.
Guanabanas: 960 N. AIA A1A, Jupiter, 561-747-8878, guanabanas.com. Honey Island Swamp Band, Fri., Nov. 11.
Nectar Lounge at Seminole Casino Coconut Creek:
5550 Northwest 40th St., Coconut Creek, 954-977-6700,
seminolecoconutcreekcasino.com. JC Crossfire, Thu., Nov.
10. Moreland & Arbuckle, Fri., Nov. 11.
O’Malley’s Ocean Pub: 101 N. Ocean Drive, Hollywood,
954-920-4062, omalleysoceanpub.com. JP Soars & the
Red Hots, Sun., Nov. 13.
The Orange Door: 798 10th St, Lake Park, 561-842-7949,
theorangedoor.com. JP Soars & the Red Hots, Sat., Nov.
12.
Satchmo: 2871 E Commercial Blvd., Fort Lauderdale. Piano
Bob’s 88’s feat. Bobby Nathan, Thu., Nov. 10. Mother
Hippo, Fri., Nov. 11. Poppa E & the E Band, Sat., Nov. 12.
South Shores Tavern and Patio Bar: 502 Lucerne Ave.,
Lake Worth, 561-547-7656, southshorestavern.com. Diddley Squat, Thu., Nov. 10. Heidi & the El Cats, Fri., Nov. 11;
JP Soars & the Red Hots, Fri., Nov. 11. Heidi & the El Cats,
Tue., Nov. 15.
Sunset Grill at Seminole Casino Coconut Creek: 5550
Northwest 40th St., Coconut Creek, 954-977-6700, seminolecoconutcreekcasino.com. Bobby & the Renegades,
Fri., Nov. 11.
Tryst: 4 E. Atlantic Ave., Delray Beach, 561-921-0201, trystdelray.com. Poppa E & the E Band, Sun., Nov. 13.
Turn 3 Sports Bar: 23032 Sandalfoot Plaza, Boca Raton,
561-483-1964, turn3sportsbar.com. Stet Blancett’s Jam,
Mon., Nov. 14.
DJ
Pangaea: 5711 Seminole Way, Hollywood, 954-581-5454,
pangaea-lounge.com. Sander Kleinenberg, Sat., Nov. 12
REGGAE
Propaganda: 6 S. J St., Lake Worth, 561-547-7273, propagandalw.com. Spred the Dub, Thu., Nov. 10.
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BUTTERFLY
KISS
LOVE TOYS
Exp. 11/24/2011

Spin

Xanadu Boutique
6210 N Andrews Ave.,
Ft. Lauderdale
954.772.5911
www.xanadustore.com

For Sophisticated Adults

WHERE STRIPPERS RULE
& CUSTOMERS DROOL

• FREE ADMISSION

• 2-4-1 DRINKS & DANCES TILL 8PM

ANY CORPORATE OR FOOTBALL PARTY 10 OR MORE

FREE ADMISSION + $2 DRINKS

text
“girls.nt”
to 94932

• $3 LUNCH SPECIALS !!

$50 BAR TAB ON YOUR BIRTHDAY

5428 N. UNIVERSITY DR. • 954.572.8844 • 21+
1 BLOCK SOUTH OF COMMERCIAL BLVD. 15 MIN. FROM ANYWHERE IN BROWARD COUNTY

HIGH ENERGY • TOP 40

2840 Hammondville Road Pompano

954-973-6888 WWW.BOOBYTRAPOFFLA.COM

| CLASSIFIED | ADULT | HEALTH WELLNESS | EMPLOYMENT | SERVICES | REAL ESTATE & RENTALS |

Palm Beach
Music
and

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

25% OFF

NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

NOVEMBER 10-NOVEMBER 16, 2011
39

browardpalmbeach.com
NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

MONTH XX–MONTH XX, 2008

| MUSIC | DISH | FILM | ART | STAGE | NIGHT+DAY | NORMAN | NEWS | TAILPIPE | LETTERS | CONTENTS |

ftlauderdale.backpage.com
| Rentals & Real estate | seRvices | employment | HealtH Wellness | Adult | ClAssified |

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

November 10-November 16, 2011

40 40

Savage Love

Virgin Marry

COMING
ATTRACTIONS

$2 LUNCH MENU
DAILY

CHEETAH

HALLANDALE BEACH

NOW OPEN DAILY AT
11:30AM

11:30AM-3:00PM
(CHEETAH POMPANO
& PALM BEACH ONLY)

HAPPY HOUR
DAILY TILL 6PM

FREE GOURMET
LUNCH
11:30AM - 3PM

AND LOTS OF GIRLS!

VOTED
“BEST STRIP CLUB”
- NEW TIMES 2010

POMPANO BEACH
497 NW 31st Ave
11:30am-2-:00am
954-971-2600

PALM BEACH

3342 Shawnee Ave.
11:30am-5:00am
561-687-0600

HALLANDALE BEACH
100 Ansin Blvd.
954-455-2131

NOW OPEN!

WWW.CHEETAHSOFL.COM

Dear Dan: I’m an evangelical Christian in a country
where that is not a political statement. My husband
and I have been married five years. We have great sex
several times a week despite having two kids under
age 2. We get along so well that even a couple of my
atheist friends have admitted they want what we
have. What most of them don’t know is that we waited
until after the wedding to have sex — or even kiss.
Most secular folk would consider it reckless to
tie the knot before making sure we were “sexually compatible,” whatever that means. You seem
like a pretty secular guy, so let me ask you: What
exactly were we supposed to watch out for?
Consider our specific situation: Two adult virgins,
ready to promise to our God, friends, family, and government that we will stick together until one of us dies.
Is there anything we could have learned about each
other through sex that would have changed our minds?
I’m not stupid (I’m a physician), but I can’t figure this
one out. Please tell me what disaster we might have
brought upon ourselves by not going for a test ride first.
Happily Married Woman
For someone who claims she isn’t stupid, HMW,
you’re doing a pretty convincing job of playing dumb.
You damned well know what “sexually compatible”
means, HMW, as you’re lucky enough to be married
to a man with whom you’re sexually compatible. You
want the same things he wants (I’m taking your word
for that), you satisfy each other equally (taking your word
for that), and you’re both content (taking your word for
that). That’s what people mean by sexually compatible.
That you wound up married to a man with whom
you’re sexually compatible despite not fucking him
once or twice before marriage can be credited to one
of two things: You were smart (you figured you two
would be sexually compatible, and those calculations proved correct) or you were lucky (you hoped
you two would be sexually compatible, and as luck
would have it, you were). But don’t pretend that your
happiness was guaranteed by waiting or by God.
It’s understandable that you’re pleased that everything worked out for you, HMW, but your smugness
and self-satisfaction seems a little un-Christian, if I may
say so. Where’s the humility? Where’s some of that
there-but-for-the-grace-of-God-go-I stuff? There are
plenty of people out there who made the same choices
you did — they waited, they made a solemn promise
before God, family, friends, etc. — and their marriages
fell apart due to issues of basic sexual incompatibility.
And finally, HMW, I can think of a million examples
of things you “could have learned about each other
through sex” on your wedding night that might have led
you to change your mind about waiting. I’m just going to
toss one out there: Suppose your husband announced
when you got to your honeymoon suite that he wouldn’t
be able to climax unless you took a massive shit on his
chest before vaginal intercourse commenced. Would
that have changed your mind about the advisability of
marrying him without fucking him once or twice first?
Dear Dan: I’m a 26-year-old woman who lives with
two other women around the same age. My roommate G has a boyfriend. She introduced me to two of
her guy friends. This past weekend, I went barhopping
with the two guys. Long story short, I slept with one of
the guys. After I told my roommates about that night,
G revealed that she had slept with the guy before.
Now G is upset with me. I would like to sleep with this

guy again, and I don’t feel like G is right to make me
feel like crap or make this all about her. Any thoughts?
Had Some Fun
You know that scene at the end of Inglourious Basterds
when Brad Pitt’s Nazi-killin’ character pulls out a huge
knife and carves a swastika into the forehead of the one
Nazi he isn’t allowed to kill, because he wants everyone
to know the dude was a Nazi even after the war? Unless your friend G is willing to do something similar
— carve her initials into the forehead of every rando
dude she fucks — she can’t complain when a friend
accidentally hooks up with a guy she hooked up with
two years, two months, two days, or two hours ago.
G is not right to make you feel like crap, HSF, and
I recommend that you fuck the shit out of this guy
at least two more times to drive that point home.
Dear Dan: The wife and I regularly attend a straight
sex club here in Texas. There’s another couple who
comes to the parties. They’re very attractive. They
get naked, they have sex with each other, but they
don’t play with others. Basically, they hang out
with swingers, but they don’t swing themselves.
We think that amounts to prick- and twat-tease
behavior on their parts. Do we have a legit beef?
Husband and Wife Together
No, HAWT, you don’t.
The website for the sex club you attend emphasizes more than once that couples who attend are
not obligated to swing or play with others. It would
be unfair to extend an invite like that — come and
enjoy the sexually charged atmosphere, play only
with each other or not at all, it’s all good! — and
then slap a “prick- and twat-tease” label on a
couple who comes and doesn’t play with others.
And just because this couple isn’t swinging today,
HAWT, doesn’t mean they won’t be swinging someday. Perhaps after they see that swingers really do
respect their limits — once they’ve seen, again and
again, that they’re not going to be pressured into doing anything they’re not ready to do — they’ll become
comfortable enough to start playing with others. Glaring at this hot couple from across the room, HAWT,
will only serve to delay the arrival of that happy day.
Speaking of sex clubs: Last week the Portland Press
Herald reported about the closure of a club in Sanford,
Maine, where opposite-sex-attracted adults were having
opposite-sex sex in a building that was — think of the
children — kinda close to a public library that wasn’t open
when opposite-sex-attracted adults were gathering to
indulge their sick opposite-sex desires. But, you know, still!
The owners of the club didn’t have a permit
to operate an adult business in Sanford, and
they’re not going to get one, because Sanford
doesn’t issue permits for adult businesses.
Anyway, this quote from the police spokesperson
in the Portland Press Herald’s report jumped out
at me: “The officers were appalled at the number
and variety of sexual acts being performed — and
one of the officers has worked vice crimes — right
out in the open where everybody was sitting.”
My goodness! Opposite-sex-attracted adults
were having opposite-sex sex in front of, gee, other
opposite-sex-attracted adults who paid to get in and
wanted to watch. But at least the children of Sanford
are safe from the adult sex parties that they couldn’t
attend and didn’t know were going on until the details
were splashed all over the front pages of a daily newspaper that’s available for their perusal in the public
library where they go to look at porn on the internet.
Good work, everybody! DAN SAVAGE
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

940
Body Rubs

950
TV&TS

CALL NOW AND CONNECT WITH
BROWARDS SEXIEST LATINOS!!!
AXXESS the hottest Latin party
on the line!!
Call now, meet later!! Try it
FREE!!! 18+
954-949-0202
561-909-2121
305-356-2700
Horny Housewives!
Call 954-587-6050
or 561-689-2714
Meet Gay/Bi Guys!
954-484-6253 or
561-939-1041. 18+
www.acmedating.com

TS ALLYSON
8"FF. 21 YRS.
NEW IN TOWN.
FORT LAUDERDALE
US1 & COMERCIAL BLVD.
(323)-810-8182

Gay, Lesbian, &
Bi Singles
Listen to ads & Reply
FREE!
954-761-7070
CALL NOW!

"TIA" 38DD - 24 - 36
Incalls Only! North Broward
954.481.3650 In/Outcalls

(954) 260-9534

PROSTATE TREATMENT

FOR GENTLEMEN.
THE BEST DEEP MASSAGE IN
FLORIDA WITH RUSSIAN LADY!

Yana 561-674-5090

945
Domination

Wicked Fem Dommes

(954) 782 1778

955
Man to Man
AWESOME MASSAGE BY
MALE THERAPIST:
Full body massage in Swedish,
Deep Tissue, Lomi Lomi &
Sports, a comfortable Private
Massage Studio conveniently
located in Ft. Lauderdale.
Awesome Affordable Rates!
For a massage with a great rate,
give me a call /
info@massagebyjim.com,
MM#22293.
Call Jim 954-600-5843.
www.massagebyjim.com

EARN $$$$ DAILY
Hiring Escorts for
Very Busy Agency
No Experience
WorkToday, Paid Today
$500-$1000/day
954.654.6340 - 305.851.1785
PHONE ACTRESSES FROM HOME.
BEST PAY OUTS, BUSY SYSTEM,
BILINGUAL/SP A+. Weekends a
must! Land Line / Good Voice
1-800-403-7772. LIPSERVICE.NET
(AAN CAN)

* JADEN *
COLLEGE HOTTIE, GORGEOUS
BODY! Total Package!
34C-24-34, 5'6", 125Lbs.
100% REAL PIC! No Block Calls!
In/Outcalls. 954.822.4536

** YOUNG EBONY
BEAUTIES **
In-Calls Available
786-318-9631

offering the $100 ~ i am happy SpeciaL

o
pen7 d
a
ystill11pm
(palmetto pk/boca rio)
•• discreet & private ••

561-287-0215

Keep it
Real
FREE TR
IAL

954.660.5768
Get your local number: 1.800.811.1633
18+ www.vibeline.com

954 620 0533

Giselle

Cory, 19 Year Old

5'6", 110lbs, Brown Hair & Eyes,
34DD-24-34. OpenMinded. Outcall Only $200. 305-371-0027

AMANDA
ACCURATE PHOTO
GUARANTEED! INDEPENDENT
NEW IN TOWN...IN THE EAST FT.
LAUD. LOCATION!!!
5'8, 28YRS OLD, 130lbs,
34D-24-34.
NEVER IN A RUSH...
954-560-3678

get on
to
get off

954.660.5756
More local numbers: 1.800.777.8000 / 18+
Ahora en Español / www.interactivemale.com

sTriCTLY sEX!
561-689-2714
954-587-6050
772-293-9125

GAY/Bi-Curious?
954-484-6253
561-939 -1041
305-651-0051

18+ www.AcmeDating.com

Sexy Italian
Brunette in/out 200
I will make u happy
609-431-1590

Hey Guys, I'm Nina, Sweet Petite
Treat! 4'11", 100Lbs. In/Outcall.

954-298-7438

JENNA...
The ultimate cougar....blonde
36DD GFE beautiful
environment lots of fun and
satisfaction guarantee
954-245-8811

SUNSHINE

Every 60 seconds another
woman joins
AshleyMadison.com looking to
have a Discreet Affair. With over
7 million members, we Guarantee you'll have an Affair or your
money back! Try it FREE today.
As seen on: CNN, FOXNews &
TIME. (AAN CAN)

Hot Brazilian
34C-24-34 / 5'5" 125lb,
20 YO, New To The Biz!
561-603-9427

Holly 23 Year Old

5'3", 105lbs, Long Brown Hair,
Blue Eyes, 32B-24-34. Texas Girl
Outcall Only 305-557-2829
HOT GUYS! HOT CHAT! HOT
FUN! Call FREE! 954-660-5756
or 800-777-8000 18+
interactivemale.com

PREMIER SPA

OPEN 7 DAYS | 10 AM-10 PM

$50

1 HOUR!

ON
LAKE WORTH RD.
(BETWEEN JOG RD. & TURNPIKE)

561.249.6429

Jenni, 18 Yrs Old
5'4", 109lbs, Brown Hair, Green
Eyes, 34B-24-34. Sweet Rare
Find. Outcall Only 954-396-3122

* ZANDRA * Sweet, Busty Brunette. I'm Looking For LOVE In All
The Right Places. COME WITH
ME! 561-395-4970,
954-977-4154, 954-560-0188

Tender Touch spa...

“Our Name SpeakS fOr ItSelf”

Experience our Oil/lotion applications
Open daily 10am-11pm

954.942.2345 $30

901 E. SamplE Rd., #G SPECIAL

November 10-November 16, 2011

hot talk, local singles

New in town
ready for some fun

Colombian Brunette
5'4" , 115lbs, 34C-22-32
22 Years Old • Available 24/7

FUN, FLIRTY, LOCAL WOMEN
Call FREE! 954-660-6221
or 800-210-1010 18+
livelinks.com

EXOTIC BODYWORKS
Brad 5'10", 160 Athletic build,
9.5 cut. My bodywork session is
a therapeutic blend of sensual,
deep tissue techniques.
Mutual touch welcome.
Wilton Manors Area
954.559.6420
www.myexoticrelaxation.com

BOCA BEAUTIES

Joanne

ISLAND FANTASY
I'm a sexy erotic island girl,
My business is your pleasure
KANDI 561.797.7499

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

Give you What you Deserve!
Private sessions with
Mistress or slavegirl
by appt.
2 Domme special

Veronica
Sexy Caribbean
Transsexual
22 5’6 135 lbs F.F.
Sensual Massage & More
305-879-4245
South Beach Area

ANDREA

EXOTIC TRINA
5'5", 140Lbs, 38DD.
100% Natural. Sexy, Beautiful
Curves! In/Outcalls,
Mind-Blowing Experience!
954-826-6253

NINA-

965
Adult Employment

HEALING HANDS

930
Adult Services

954 620 0527

Use FREE code 5864, 18+

Pure joy. Total Relaxation.
Head to toe. In/Outcalls. 24 hrs.

930
Adult Services

| Classified | adult | HealtH Wellness | employment | services | real estate & rentals |

** DREW **
Full Hr By Simply One Of The
Best. Tall, Dark & Very Handsome. Exp. & Very Well-Trained
In Body Work. You Will Not Be
Disappointed. Male/
Female/Couples Welcome.
Now Serving Tri-County
954.530.9249

EMILY 22 YRS OLD,
Come Enjoy an Un-Rushed
Senual Body Rub. I Promise
100% Satisfaction. Call For
Daytime Specials! 954-394-7757

930
Adult Services

960
Phone Entertainment
ALL AMERICAN TS
Top Of Line - Miss Florida TS
Blonde Hair, Blue Eyes Diva
Hot White Classy 5'9'' 130Lbs
36C-26-34 INCREDIBLE BODY
IN / OUT / TRAVEL
BARBIE 954-822-0474

BEAUTIFUL BRUNETTE
IN DELRAY
Relaxing bodyrub
by gorgeous brunette.
Very clean and
discrete location. By appt only.
I cater to serious gentlemen.
LISA 561.667.9966

930
Adult Services

ITALIAN GUY!!!!!
Ask for the Bodywork Special!
Sensual Therapeutic
Lake Worth (South of WPB)
Body Scrubs/Body Shaving
561.602.3441

Stress is less with a tender
touch massage. sensual hands
will melt your stress away! 38
YO , 107 lbs, 34 D
Totally Independent. Private
Studio on South Ocean Drive &
Hallandale
954-709-0730
* APRIL! *
Sensual, relaxing setting,
9-9PM, 7 Days/Week
Davie Blvd Area.
$60 - 1/2 HR & $80/HR
No texts/block calls.
APRIL 954-638-0828
No explicit language
or questions!!!

930
Adult Services

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

!Sweet Touch & More!

955
Man to Man

41

930
Adult Services

$29.99 / 30 MIN.
OPEN 7 DAYS TIL 11PM

954.724.8600

wow SPA

Body Wraps/Srubs, Lotion/Oil,
Aromatherapy, Hot Towel Sessions
sterling rd.
Near Hard Rock Casino
Open 7 Days 10am - 11pm

954.534.9024
- S PA

• TRISH • 5'7", 36D-25-35,
126lbs. Southern woman with
sparkling blue eyes! Escape to a
private location in E. Broward.
Enjoy Carolina hospitality! An
Independent, Mature Provider.
Incall Only, No Smokers.
954-609-3388

$30 Special

R E Z U LT S -

Offering $100 No Hassle,
No Hussle sessions!

ALL MODALITIES
Full body Swedish & Deep Tissue. 12 yrs of exp.MA25781
Miguel 305-331-1010
ultimatemassage@aol.com

954.533.1616

$50/HR SPECIAL

FIRST TIME CUSTOMERS/ BEFORE 5 PM

805
Licensed Massage
RECESSION RELIEF!
$40/90 Minutes
Couples Discount.
Seniors Welcome. Specialty in
Back & Lower Body, Swedish &
Deep Tissue. 16Yrs Exp!
Delray Beach.
MA #18563
DENNIS - Outcalls More!!
561-502-2628

*AIN'T NO SUNSHINE
WHEN I'M GONE! *

PAMPERED IN BOCA-Let your
senses go, relax and experience
the quest for optimum health.
Swedish to acupressure 1388
NW 2nd Ave, #2 Boca Raton.
Outcalls avail. MM#19997 Call
561.367.1207

786-285-3506

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Indulge & relax in a stress-free
environment. F/M therapists
available. Outcalls ok. 2674 N
University Dr, Sunrise. MM9034.
Call 954-578-8261

Let me chase those clouds
away! BODY WORK. Treat
Yourself To A Full Body
Massage! In/outcalls.
MA#53293. Accept CC's.
Call Sunshine Now!

Sensational
Massage

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

November 10-November 16, 2011

DEERFIELD
Massage $45/Hr
Outcalls $90/Hr 24 Hours
811 SE 8th Ave, Ste #210,
Deerfield Beach 33441.
All Major CC's. MM#24394.
954-570-7717

805
Licensed Massage

441/Lucky St
acroSS from Hr caSino

In/out 200 Make You Happy

609-431-1590 Giselle
Actual Girl

most local
singles

meet real women tonight

Give in to
your wildest
fantasies!

try for

free

954.660.6221
More Local Numbers: 1.800.210.1010 18+

42

805
Licensed Massage
A1 THE BEST MASSAGE
Professional Full Body Swedish
& Sport massage, By male
w/exp. M4M Secure and prvt
atmosphere. Available 7 days a
week. SoBe Area in/out 20%
Discount w/add.
masseur360@gmail.com
CALL 786-383-1968
LIC. MA63562
www.masseur360.com

RELAXATION,
BODY WRAPS/SCRUBS,
AROMATHERAPY, HOT TOWEL SESSIONS

UNIVERSITY DRIVE / MCNAB RD

| Rentals & Real estate | seRvices | employment | HealtH Wellness | Adult | ClAssified |

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

AMAZING TOUCH

www.livelinks.com

Ahora en Español

TRY FOR

FREE

954.660.6212

.700.6666
m
umbers: 1.800
More Local N 18+ ww w.redhotdateline.co

MM# 22942

MM# 24475

7 HEAVEN

ORIENTAL SPA
954.428.7771

•Shiatsu, Swedish
•Deep Tissue
•Body Shampoo
•Hot Towel Massage
•Relaxation Massage

SAUNA • DEEP TISSUE • THAI MASSAGE
BODY WRAPS • SOUND THERAPY

954.777.3299

4620 W Commercial Blvd #11,
Tamarac FL 33319

Open 7 Days
2229 W. Hillsboro Blvd.
MM23653
10 am – 10 pm
Deerfield Beach

ORIENTAL MASSAGE

Relaxation Massage
Swedish • Shiatsu
Deep Tissue
Hot Towel Massage

Highly educated experienced girls to
give you best professional massage

7 Days 10am-10:30pm
954.968.8598

FREE BODY
SHAMPOO

$10

or Fre OFF
show e table
scrubeinr/body
massa 1 hr
ge

4996 W Atlantic Blvd.
Margate FL 33063

954.566.2892

9am - 11pm

{

2394 N Federal Hwy
Grand
Ft Lauderdale FL 33305 Opening

3089 E Commercial Blvd
Ft Lauderdale 33308

305.957.8982

1991 NE 163 St.
neworientalmassageonline.com
Miami Beach FL 33162 mm#20677 mm#18841 mm#22745 m#27017

Seoul Oriental
Massage

MM25196

• Free Body Shampoo
• Deep Tissue
• Shiatsu & Swedish
• Hot Towel Massage
• Relaxation Massage
Open 7 Days 9am-11pm

954.784.1500

2306 E. Atlantic Blvd. Pompano Beach

MM #27267

MEME’s Oriental
Massage

HealtH & Wellness

954.229.0997

Golden Spa

Oriental Massage

$49 /1Hr

FREE STEAM ROOM
• Body Shampoo

Traditional Massage

• Shiatsu (Deep Tissue)
• Swedish Massage

954.534.7695

• Hot Towel Massage

MemesOrientalMassage.com

OPEN 7 DAYS
(10AM - 11PM)

4516 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood 33021

Cozy Spa

2250 N. Dixie Hwy
Boca Raton, FL 33431

Oriental Massage& Shiatsu

MM23393

Steam Room & Table Shower
SPECIALIST FROM NY

561.392.7980

www.goldenspaasianmassage.com

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

MM#25168

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Orientagle
Massa

289 E. Palmetto Park Rd. • Boca Raton, FL 33432

MM # 22781

MM#24685

November 10-November 16, 2011

561.394.1101
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800
Health & Wellness

ALWAYS VIP TREATMENT

FREE

810 Health & Wellness General
815 Mind Body Spirit

NON-ALCOHOLIC

DRINKS & CHEESE
FRIDAYS! after 6pm
INTRODUCTION TO MASSAGE

10-10 Daily

23269

810
Health & Wellness General
INTRACOASTAL MEDICAL
GROUPS, INC: Certified Family
Practice. New Late Hours! MonFri 10am-8pm. Located 935
Intracoastal Dr, Ft Laud FL,
33304. 954-530-7515

561.883.1131

S. State Road 7 • Suite 108 • Boca Raton

MM #26563

$10 OFF
BEST
ASIAN

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST +
SEX COACH, PhD.
Improve Romance - Dating Kinky Desires. Private
Session. Advice/Instruction for
Men, Women, Couples.
Call 954-980-2780,
DrGrenci@bellsouth.net

$49.99

per hr.

1st time
visitor

954-835-5263
9:30 am to 11:30 pm
2400 E. Oakland Park Blvd
Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33306

nu–look
spa
rhythm–of–the–body

BEAUTIFUL, YOUNG,
EXPERIENCED STAFF
DO THE BEST
PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
OUT-CALLS: OFFICE. HOME. HOTELS
OPEN 7 DAYS • 10AM - 1AM

$10 OFF

Lic #MA 53765

November 10-November 16, 2011

POMPANO BEACH
PAIN MANAGEMENT
954.979.9979. 954.979.9545
Habla Espanol
1341 S. Powerline Rd,
Pompano Beach FL 33069
www.PompanoBeachPainManagement.com

GRAND OPENING

MASSAGE

44

810
Health & Wellness General

Asian Massage • Shiatsu • Sweedish
Deep Tissue • Steam Room • Showers
403 S. Federal Hwy. • Open 7 Days •10a -10p
Located 2 blocks S. of Atlantic Blvd in Pompano Bch.

954-966-3619

954.941.4445

6700 TAFT STREET • HOLLYWOOD FL

Call

954.233.1514
to place
an adult ad
today!
N
Adult deAdline is

fridAy
At 5pm.

MM 21337

HealtH & Wellness

MM #26215

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

MA #12385

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payments or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination or treatment
that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertising for the
free, discounted or reduced fee service, examination or treatment. Chiropracter Owned.

family health

Pain management & Rehabilitation
Now Offering Hcg weightloss

GraND OPeNiNG
UNDer NeW maNaGemeNt

$100 Off firSt ViSit
clean Professional Friendly Environment • Short wait times

don’t live in Pain, call to make an appointment today!
PHONE: 561-218-4951 Fax: 561-218-4961
22749 StatE rOad 7, StE E • bOca ratON, Fl 33428

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

all care

(StatE rOad 7, SOutH OF PalmEttO Park rOad)

www.allcarEHEaltH.Org

ADDICTION

TREATMENT CENTER
•OPIATES
•TOBACCO

•ALCOHOL
•BENZOS

****SUBOXONE CERTIFIED DOCTORS****

MENTAL HEALTH

•ANXIETY
•ADD

VISIT

954.776.7566
FT. LAUDERDALE 5333 N. Dixie

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

•DEPRESSION
•INSOMNIA

$99
INITIAL

HealtH & Wellness

OPEN mONdaY - FrIdaY 9 am - 5 Pm | crEdIt cardS accEPtEd.
Fl rESIdENtS ONlY!

November 10-November 16, 2011
45

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Manage Your Pain
Pain Management

• Private MD Supervision • Affordable Fees •

Caring & Confidential Treatment

InItIal VIsIt $50

LIMITED TIME
OFFER
$200
(For Spine Procedures) With this Ad Only

MRI

REPORTS READY IN 1-2 HRS

Pompano & Boca Raton

Call Now 954-786-6051

Highﬁeld MRI Picks Up Even The Smallest Problems.

All Florida Pain Management • Frederic Swartz MD

954.978.8282 • Pompano Beach
2450 W. Sample. Rd., Suite 8

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

Walk-Ins Welcome

954.530.7515

935 INTRACOASTAL DRIVE • FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(SOUTH EAST OF THE GALLERIA MALL)

Wellness & Pain
Center
of BroWard

Pain

Pain

— A FloridA registered pAin clinic —

licensed by the FloridA Agency For heAlth cAre AdministrAtion

HAS YOUR DOCTOR

CLOSED?

- NEW PATIENTS -

November 10-November 16, 2011

YOUR SECOND VISIT
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
( must present coupon on First Visit )

•PAIN MANAGEMENT • HGH & TESTOSTERONE THERAPY
•ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION • HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY
•CHELATION THERAPY • HCG MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS

Call Today for appoinTmenT

954.491.8034

5459 n. federal Hwy • forT lauderdale, fl 33308

(4 bloCks norTH of CommerCial)
46

E. SUNRISE BLVD.
I-95

NE 26TH
AVE

HEALTH & WELLNESS

NEW LATE HOURS OPEN MONDAY–FRIDAY • 10AM - 8PM

INTRACOASTAL DR.

FLORIDA DL OR ID REQUIRED

FALL SPECIAL

$50 OFF

INITIAL VISIT
(with this coupon)

12PM-6PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

561.362.2969

www.ADCPainInstituteofSoFl.com

900 NW 13TH STREET, STE. #302 • BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(1 Block East of I-95 • Exit Glades Road and go east)

HAS THIS…

INTO THIS…

Suboxone & Opiate Detox
$100 OFF Initial Visit • $45 Pharmacy Coupon
Palm Beach Wellness Center • 561.429.3943
W W W.WE S T P A L M D E T O X . C O M

PAIN

CHRONIC PAIN
MANAGEMENT

EVERY 4TH
CONSECUTIVE
VISIT 1/2 PRICE

YOURHEALTH1.COM

305.690.9784

North Dade & South Broward Location

700 IVES DAIRY RD. • N. MIAMI, FL. 33179

$

150.00

PER FIRST 3
CONSECUTIVE VISITS

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

ACUTE/CHRONIC

HEALTH & WELLNESS

Visa/MC/Discover accepted

TURNED YOU

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Institute of South Florida
ADC Pain
A.D. Carlson, M.D., P.A.

*EXCLUDES URINE EXAMS

28 Day Follow up
Walk-Ins Welcome

954-421-1114
458 W. Hillsboro Blvd.
(1 Block East of I-95)

NO OUT OF STATE PATIENTS

LASER HAIR REMOVAL

ACUPUNCTURE

•STRESS RELIEF •CHRONIC PAIN
•WEIGHT LOSS
•INSOMNIA
•QUIT SMOKING
•INFERTILITY

25% OFF ANY PROCEDURE
MONDAY – SUNDAY
APPOINTMENTS ONLY
FREE CONSULTATION

November 10-November 16, 2011

FAST, COURTEOUS
& FRIENDLY STAFF!

AHCA CERTIFIED

For Chronic Pain Therapy you must be 25 yrs or older, have a valid State
ID or Driver License and MRI/CT Scan current within the last 2 years.

47

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Pompano
Beach

Pain Management

Lowest Prices
in town!

initiaL Visit $49
weight Loss (HcG), Botox
Permanent Make-Up
tattoo removal
erectile Dysfunction
testosterone & Hormonal replacement
Massage therapy
Laser Hair removal
B12 injections
orthopedic Procedures (trigger point/cortisone
injections)

Call: 954.979.9979
W

IHOP

Atlantic Blvd.

W. McNab Rd.

Habla Español & portuguEsE

Gateway Dr.

REAL ESTATE & RENTALS

(w/ ad copy. must bring mri & id.)

Powerline Rd.

I-95

Fax: 954.979.9545

1341 s. powErlinE rd. • pompano bEaCH, Fl 33069
www.pompanobeachpainmanagement.com
The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other
service, examination, or treatment that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee,
or reduced fee service, examination or treatment.

317
Apartments for Rent

300
Rentals
305
307
310
315
320
330
340
350

Roommates
Rooms for Rent
Roommate Services
Apartment/Condo/Townhome
House/Duplexes for Rent
Short Term/Corporate Housing
Manufactured Home Rentals
Vacation

355
360
363
365
370
380
390

Out of Town
Storage
Boat/Dockage
Comm Rentals
Rentals Wanted
Miscellaneous
Rental Services

320
Houses for Rent
BROWNSVILLE
(305)856-5389
3BR/2BA, remodeled baths, fenced Back yard, central A/C, W/D
inside, all appliances, we accept section 8.

307
Rooms for Rent
DOWNTOWN MIAMI
$125WK
305-496-5553
CHEAP Room, 124 NE14th Street, Miami 33132. $125 a Week/$490mo
with no A/C or $155/$590 a month with A/C. Yearly, safe, and secure.
Centrally located. With 24hr Security. Mention Miami New Times.
FORT LAUDERDALE EAST
$675
954-624-6155
Student wanted furnished room. Private entrance and bath. Micro,
fridge, 1 person. $675 incl all exc cable/int. 1mi beach 954-624-6155

310
Roommate Services
ALL AREAS - ROOMMATES.COM. Browse hundreds of online listings
with photos and maps. Find your roommate with a click of the
mouse! Visit: http://www.Roommates.com. (AAN CAN)

317
Apartments for Rent
BAY HARBOR ISLANDS
$1250
305-864-3475
Newly renovated unit. Now available. 2 Br. Free parking, on site
mgmt, walk to A+ schools, pool. 10231 East Bay Harbor Drive
BISCAYNE
$750
305-527-3057
Affordable 1br - Minutes from downtown & midtown mall, beaches &
airport - 454 NE 29 Terrace - cable incld - Close to Everything!!
DESIGN DISTRICT

MIAMI
$650
305-992-0392
Near downtown $650 2/1 Gated Complex Sec Camera, parking,
Laundry, Near Bayside and Flagler, only 2 units left call for special

$875.00

786-285-1872

BEAUTIFUL 2 BR/1 BATH $875.00

Lrg living rm, & dinning area w/full kitchen, tile floors, lndry facilities
in bldg, Walk to Midtown Shops & restaurants. 786-285-3282
MIAMI BEACH
FROM $775
305-861-2942
BEST DEAL 1/2 MONTH FREE on 1, 2 & 3 BR's. Close to Beach,
Remodeled Units & Bay Views. 305-861-2942
MIAMI SHORES
$750 UTILITIES INCL
786-357-8180
Cottage, 1Pers. Cable. No Pets. 20 min to Bch. Close to Biscayne.
$500Dep.Req. w/Proof Income. Avail Short/long term. Call Matilda
BELLE MEADE/UPPER EAST SIDE
$695
305-804-7156
STUDIOS @ 7600. 1 Small Studio. Includes Electric! Newly renov, New
kitch & Bath. Prvt Prkg, Convenient area. For clean/quiet individual.

NORTH DADE
$1400
305-588-3425
TownHouse 3 BR/1BA, Italian tile, Central A/C, Section 8 welcomed,
parking on drive way, small yard, W/D hook up. By Sunlife Stadium.

365
Comm Rentals
MIAMI
$660
305-651-8406
ALL INCLUSIVE office space-private office, telephone, internet, waiting area and office services. (Several to choose from) Call Rachel.
MIAMI
FROM $80
305-651-8406
Office Business & Conference Center, offices from $80, conference
rooms $44/hr, ideal location for tri-county business. goldbetter.com

SOUTH BEACH
$995

Art Deco Apts
Close to Everything!

HOTEL ROOM $750
1BR/1BA $995
1455 Washington Ave
Call 786-208-2258
MIAMI beAch

SOUTH BEACH
$750
786-208-2258
• Hotel Room - $750 Recently renov. Walk to Lincoln Rd, Ocean, Restaurants, Shops & Clubs. 1455 Washington Ave

November 10-November 16, 2011

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

MiaMi beach from $250/wk 305-861-7120
From $250 a week! Studios for $250 p/wk or $800 p/mo.
Hotel Style rooms Fully Furnished No kitchen. No Contract.
email info @normans.biz or call 305-861-7120

Stay Plugged In.

All our ads, all the time, all online.

on

N

Online Advertising Directory

www.browardpalmbeach.com/adindex
For Advertising Opportunities Call: 954-233-1569
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Online Display Ads

E M P L O Y M E N T

100
Employment

105
Career/Training/Schools

ONE MONTH.
ONE COURSE.
No Reason to Wait.
Our convenient

ONE COURSE A MONTH
schedule fits your life.

Call Now!
1.866.351.4006
ClickBrownMackie4.com

Accredited Member, ACICS

THE OCEAN Corp. 10840 Rockley
Road, Houston, Texas 77099.
Train for a new career. *Underwater Welder. Commercial Div-

SR. BUSINESS METRICS ANALYST: based in Ft Lauderdale,
FL. Design, develop & implement automated tools/suite &
test architectural framework to
increase project productivity.
Req Masters in Comp Info Systems, Telecomm, Networking,
or a related technical field & 3
yrs exp analyzing & solving
complex reporting & metrics
scenarios. Exp must incl business analysis & forecasting;
identification of business
trends, profitability, & margin;
KPI tracking; data extraction &
manipulation. Exp must also
incl utilization of SAP; CRM; OSP
forecasting tools; SQL Server;
SAS; VisualBasic; & Business Objects. Must pass co’s technical
review. Send resumes to: V. Bixler, Job Reference #331, Citrix
Systems, Inc., 7414 Hollister
Ave, Goleta, CA 93117.

127
Education

er. *NDT/Weld Inspector. Job
Placement Assistance. Financial
Aid avail for those who qualify
1.800.321.0298

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA!
Fast, Affordable & Accredited
FREE Brochure. Call NOW!
1-800-532-6546 x97
continentalacademy.com
(AAN CAN)

IBOGAINE
DETOX
TREAMENT

GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
CHEETAH HALLANDALE
NOW OPEN!
MAKE BIG $$$
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

ENTERTAINERS
BAR & WAIT STAFF
MANAGERS
SHOT GIRLS
MASSAGE GIRLS
DAY SHIFT
MID SHIFT
NIGHT SHIFT

DENTAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT
Dentist in Laboratory; conduct
Surveys, and Dental Research
analysis in Lab. Quality control
and data management of patients information. Elicit
patient histories and review
professional dental journals.
Must be bilingual, Spanish. 4
years education in general dentistry, plus 2 years experience in
general dentistry. Proficiency
in CDT coding. Send Resumes
by U.S. mail to D.A.D 925 Arthur
Godfrey Road, Suite 302 Miami
Beach, FL. 33140

APPLY IN PERSON
@ CHEETAH HALLANDALE
100 ANSIN BLVD
HALLANDALE BEACH,FL 33009
MON - SAT
10AM-2PM

DPA SHIP CAPTAIN

Talking on the job again? Are
you friendly, flirty, and love to
talk? Then come work for a
long-standing national entertainment company that offers
the highest starting pay in the
industry! Hourly base pay rate
of $9 - $10 with opportunity for
bonuses. Dont be misled by deceptive ads and empty promises. Get paid by the hour, not by
the minute or call. No trolling,
no dispatch. There are day and
evening shifts available for P/T
& F/T positions.
www.blvdent.com
(800) 211-3152

The CAPN. Experience Caribean,

(land duties). Experience with
KNMI TurboWin, Jeppesen Marine Nobeltec Admiral; Maptech

South America market. Only
Resumes to: U.S. NAVIGATION
CORP. : 3350 S.w. 148 Ave. 110
Miramar, FL 33027

155
Medical Research Studies
PLASMA DONORS WANTED
Earn up to $200 a month for

145
Management/Professional

Eligible, qualified new donors.
Fees vary by weight. New donors must bring photo ID,

BIOINFORMATIC Conduct
research using bioinformatics
theory , biotechnology, computational biology, and biology
informatics. Only Resumes to
DATO’SUSA INC. Attn: Jose
Rubio 8338 NW 7 Street No.
176, MIAMI FL 33126

proof of address, and Social
N Andrews Ave., Wilton Manors,
FL 33311. 954-561-6337.
www.cslplasma.com

Learn fiLMMaking

“Write, shoot, direct & edit your
own films in 8 or 16 weeks!”
• Shoot on HD cameras • Edit on Final Cut Pro
• Learn Screenwriting • PT Day/Eve Classes
• Affordable Tuition
• Learn By Doing
• Learn 3-D filmaking

Call or Click free Catalog

954.989.2737

MEDIA SALES

FIND OUT FAST!

Media Sales
People Wanted!

At Home Instant
Drug Screening!
• Discreet • Confidential
& Reliable
WE DO BACKGROUND CHECKS
AS WELL! SAME DAY SERVICE!

Call 561-910-1032

Assured Drug Testing
& Analysis, Inc
Assureddrugtesting.com

Earn $40k+
First Year Base +
Commissions + Benefits
New Times
Broward Palm Beach

Send Resume to salesjobs@
browardpalmbeach.com
172
Sales

DO YOU HAVE AN OLD
CRIMINAL MATTER THAT IS
STILL IMPACTING YOUR LIFE?
If You're Not Getting Hired This
May Be Your Solution!
Record Sealing / Expunging
ONLY $300.00
LEGAL EASE

SALON MANAGERS!

Start Earning a Better
Living Today!

FL Cosm. Lic Req'd.
Competitive Pay,Monthly
Salon Bonus, $401K,
Health/Dental Benefits,
PTO & MORE!
Apply today at
www.careersbyhaircuttery.com

185
Miscellaneous

(954) 240-0761
INSIDE SALES:
State of the art Call Center
looking for Highly Motivated
Reps. Base Salary + Comm.+
Cash Spiffs... Customers are
waiting to hear from you!
Average Reps Earns over
$1000.00 Weekly.
Call Now 954-366-5083
Proper Attire Req. PT hrs avail
Don't just look for a job..Find a
career with us! Easy Sale!!!!
REALTORS WANTED!!!
Amazing number of serious
leads, rentals and sales. Earn
$150K & up, work from home,
786-217-5333

410
412
415
420
423
425
430
431
432
433
435
436
437
440
445
450
455
460
470

Antiques, Arts, Collectibles
Appliances
Auctions
Auto & Truck
Auto Parts
Boats
Clothing & Accessories
Electronics
Garage/Yard Sales
Free
Furniture
Jewelry
Lost & Found
Motorcycle
Miscellaneous
Pets, Pet Supplies
Sports Equipment
Tickets
Tools

420
Auto-Truck

177
Salons

CAN'T GET HIRED???

400
Buy-Sell-Trade

ACTORS/MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS
UP TO $300 A DAY
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
Stand in the background for a
major film. All looks needed.
Speak to a live rep
1-888-428-9111
ASTROLOGERS/PSYCHICS
Tarot card readers, Part/Full
time, $12-$36/hr. Spanish/English. 954-524-9029
MYSTERY SHOPPERS Get Paid To
Shop! Retail/Dining Establishments Need Undercover Clients
To Judge Quality/Customer Service.† Earn Up To $150 A Day.
Call 877-737-7559

AUTO AUCTION
Doral, FL PH 305-640-9668
11/18/11 12:00 AM
99 VW WVWBC31J5XW447360
12/03/11 12:00 AM
04 Hyundai
KMHHM65D24U105459

www.MiamifilmSchool.com

I BUY CLUNKER CARS
Sell me your hoopties
$$$ Cash on the spot $$$
954-448-9664
cheapcarstoday@gmail.com

500
Services
505
510
515
520
525
527
530
533
537
540

Automotive Services
Bus Services
Computer Services
Financial Services
Legal Services
Legal Notices
Misc. Services
Home Services
Adoptions
Travel/Getaways

527
Legal Notices
LEGAL NOTICE - Anthony Kirsh
has filed a petition for dissolution of marriage to Marian Kirsh
who has 30 days respond. Current residence unknown.
Case # 11-14708 33 97

can’T geT HiRed???
do you HaVe an old cRiMinal MaTTeR
THaT iS STill iMpacTing youR liFe?

if you’re not getting Hired
This May Be your Solution!
RecoRd Sealing/expunging

only $300

LEGAL EASE 954.240.0761

DO YOU
SUFFER FROM
CHRONIC LOW BACK PAIN?
You may be eligible to
participate in a research study if you:

• Are 18 years of age or older.
• Suffer from moderate to
severe chronic low back pain.
• Currently taking a prescrption medication for
your low back pain.

For More Information Call:

3900 Hollywood Blvd #203, Hollywood, FL 33021

420
Auto-Truck

1375 NW 97 Ave #11

S&W Clinical Research

www.ibogaineclinic.com

1.800.444.1047

172
Sales

ARE YOU EMPLOYABLE?

Security card. CSL Plasma. 2825

Rapidly Detox from drugs and alcohol
With No Pain & No Withdrawal

Call IRENE! 786.519.7273

167
Restaurants/Hotels/Clubs

November 10-November 16, 2011

“When everything
else has failed”

ALL POSITIONS

145
Management/Professional

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

One Herald Plaza
Miami, FL 33132

SAP FICO Business Manager
based in Ft Lauderdale, FL. Provide functional & tech config
expertise in design, support, &
enhancement of companys global SAP Enterprise Application
System. Req Masters in Computer Sci, Info Systems or a related technical field & 3 yrs exp
configuring SAP FICO modules.
Will accept Bachelors in stated
field & 5 yrs progressive postbac exp as stated. Exp must
incl intercompany & VSOE accounting with multiple currencies in global SAP environments; configuring &
supporting General Ledger; International Financial Reporting
Standards in SAP ECC 6.0; configuring & supporting Plants
Abroad functionality; extracting
machine sensible flat files for
tax audits through SAP DART
(Data Retention Tool); & archiving SAP FICO objects & corresponding reports. Must pass
co’s technical review. Send resumes to: V. Bixler, Job Reference #335, Citrix Systems, Inc.,
7414 Hollister Ave, Goleta, CA
93117

130
Entertainment

EMPLOYEMENT

102 Architecture/Engineering
103 Auditions/Show Biz
105 Career/Training/Schools
110 Computer/Technical
112 Construction/Labor
120 Drivers/Delivery/Courier
125 Domestic
127 Education
130 Entertainment
140 Financial/Accounting
145 Management/Professional
150 Medical/Dental/Health
155 Medical Research Studies
160 Office/Clerical
167 Restaurants/Hotels/Clubs
170 Retail
172 Sales
175 Telemarketing/Call Center
177 Salons
180 Security/Law Enforcement
183 Trades
185 Miscellaneous
190 Business Opportunities
193 Employment Information
195 Position Wanted
ALQ Alquileres
BIEN Bienes Raices
BOB Best of Back Page
COM Compra/Venta/Cambio
EMP Empleo
INSE Insert
MIS Miscelaneos
SER Servicios
SPA Spaces Real Estate Guide

110
Computer/Technical

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Classified
N

954-717-1919

www.swclinicaltrials.com
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ftlauderdale.backpage.com

EMPLOYEMENT

N is

seeking
sales
execs

ACTIVE
ADAPTABLE
AGGRESSIVE
ALERT
AMBITIOUS ANALYTICAL ASSERTIVE ATTENTIVE
AWARE CHALLENGING COMPETENT CONSCIENTIOUS
CONSISTENT CONSTRUCTIVE CREATIVE DEPENDABLE
DETERMINED DIPLOMATIC DISCIPLINED DISCREET
DIVERSE DYNAMIC ECONOMICAL EFFICIENT
ENERGETIC
ENTERPRISING
ENTHUSIASTIC
EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCED EXPERT EXTENSIVE
EXTRAVERTED FAIR FORCEFUL HIGH-LEVEL HONEST
IMAGINATIVE
INDEPENDENT
INNOVATIVE
INSTRUMENTAL INSIGHTFUL LEADING LOGICAL
MENTAL INSIGHTFUL LEADING LOGICAL OBJECTIVE
OPTIMISTIC PERCEPTIVE PERSONABLE PIONEERING
PLEASANT POSITIVE PRACTICAL PRODUCTIVE
READY REALISTIC RELIABLE
RESOURCEFUL
RESPONSIBLE RESPONSIVE SELF-RELIANT SENSITIVE
SINCERE SOPHISTICATED STRONG SYSTEMATIC
TACTFUL TALENTED UNIQUE VERSATILE VIGOROUS

$40k+ FIRST YEAR POTENTIAL
BASE + COMMISSION + BONUS

Please Send Your Resume & Cover Letter to
salesjobs@browardpalmbeach.com
New Times Broward Palm Beach
16 NE 4th Street Suite 200 Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33301

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

++++ Clinical Research Opportunity ++++

CONSTIPATION?
If you or a loved one is struggling with
constipation possibly caused by prescription pain
medication, take part in this clinical research study.

November 10-November 16, 2011

Take this opportunity to explore your possible

50

treatment options by learning more.

COMPENSATION MAY BE AVAILABLE
FOR TIME AND TRAVEL.

Call: 866-228-8232

Visit: PainAndConstipation.com

527
Legal Notices
ORDER FOR SERVICE BY PUBLICATION
Docket No. SU11D1095DR
Commonwealth of Massachusetts - The Trial Court - Probate
and Family Court
Arden D Farrell vs. Karen N Joseph Farrell
Suffolk Probate and Family
Court, 24 New Chardon Street
PO Box 9667, Boston MA 02114
The Palintiff has filed a Complaint for Divirce requesting
that the Court grant a divorce
for irretrievable breakdown of
the marrige pursuant to G. L. c.
208 Sec 1B.
The Complaint is on file at the
Court. An Automatic Restraining Order has been entered in
this matter preventing you
from taking any action which
would negatively impact the
current financial status of either
party. SEE Supplemental Probate Court Rule 411.
You are hereby sunnoned and
required to serve upon:
Arden D Farrell
49 Favre Street, Apt. 1

527
Legal Notices
Mattapan, MA 02126
your answer, if any, on or before 12/29/2011. if you fail to
do so, the court will proceed to
the hearing and ajudication of
this action. You are also required to file a copy of your answer, if any, in the office of the
Register of this Court.
WITNESS, Hon. Joan P. Armstrong, First Justice of this
Court. Oct 26, 2011

530
Misc. Services
WANTS TO purchase minerals
and other oil & gas interests.
Send details to P.O. Box 13557,
Denver, Co 80201

533
Home Services
HOME REMODEL
TOP NOTCH Roofing, Tiled
work, electrical, windows,
Landscaping, painting drywall
Crow molding. Free estimates
call Shaun 954-549-8243
AFFORDABL MOVERS!
MOVING & DELIVERY
Affordable prices! Residential/commercial Any size job.
Prof. courteous Licensed.
Call Johnny for flat rates
305-785-6282 or leave msg

537
Adoptions
PREGNANT? CONSIDERING
ADOPTION? Talk with caring
agency specializing in matching
Birthmothers with Families nationwide. LIVING EXPENSES
PAID. Call 24/7 Abby's One True
Gift Adoptions 866-413-6293
(Void in Illinois) (AAN CAN)

600
Music
605 Musicians Avail./Wanted
610 Musician’s Services
615 Music Instruction
610 Music Equip/Instruments
620
625
Plug theServices
Band
Musicians
630 Show Biz
635 Modeling & Talent
RECORDING
STUDIO
640 Photography

INSANE SOUNDS is S. Florida’s
premier recording studio and
production facility. We help you
get that BIG, CLEAR & POWERFUL sound to give your project
the edge! ProTools HD with
TONS of plug-ins, mics & outboard gear. 3 sets of monitors
including PMC BB5-XBD mastering monitors. Large LIVE room.
Save TIME & MONEY by mixing
your project ONCE! Beat &
Song Production, CD/DVD Duplication, Satellite TV & WiFi. “…
from Hip Hop to Hardcore.”
www.insanesounds.com •
Call 954.797.0470 or Email
info@insanesounds.com •
Ft Lauderdale.

RESEARCH STUDY

FOR MEN WITH PROBLEMS WITH EJACULATION

Dr. Matthew S. Lief, M.D. is currently enrolling
men 26 years and up who experience
symptoms of problems with ejaculation. You
may qualify for a study if you are unable to
ejaculate at all, takes you a long time to
ejaculate, if you experience a decrease force
of (cum) ejaculation and /or decrease volume
(amount) of ejaculate.
Men with premature ejaculation DO NOT
qualify for this study. If you experience any
of the above symtoms and believe you have
low testosterone ( you feel, tired, low energy,
problems with erection) please contact our office to see if you qualify for this study and have
your testosterone checked.
The study involves a series of seven visits,
blood tests, and questioaries. Only men with
ejaculatory dysfunction and confirmed low
testosterone are being enrolled in the study.
Contact Dr. Matthew S. Lief’s office for more info.

Phone: 954.755.3801
9750 NW 33rd St. Coral Springs, FL 33065

EDUCATION / INSTRUCTION

IT’S

PREPARE FOR A CAREER
YOU WILL LOVE!

Good
TO BE

Nosy

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

In My City...

•Massage Therapy
•Skin Care
•Paramedical
Skin Care
•Electrology

Ready to get clued in on a great career?

Earn your associate’s degree in

One month.
One course.
No reason
to wait.

Proof Due Back By: 8/31 at 5pm
Ad #: P17583-f-13251-2x3
Deadline To Pub: 9/1 at 5pm
First Run: 9/8/11
Publication: New Times
Section: Career Education
Specs: 2.2813 x 3.556

SM





Our convenient ONE COURSE A MONTHSM
format allows you to focus on one subject a
month, complete the course and then move
on to the next. Now’s the time to get started!

Approved as is.
Approved with revisions.
Revise and resend.

Initial _________
Date __________
Flexible Class
Schedules

Financial Aid

(for those who qualify)

1.888.533.1164
www.fcnh.com

2001 W. SAMPLE RD., Suite 100, POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064
For more information about our graduation rates, median debt of students who
completed the programs, and other important information, please visit our website
at www.fcnh.com/programs.html.

EDUCATION / INSTRUCTION

In My City...

Compassion

Calling
IS A

Ready to train for a career that gives back?

Career Placement Assistance

1.866.351.4006

1.866.652.6119

ClickBrownMackie4.com

Earn your associate’s degree in

NURSING

Flexible Class Schedules Career Placement Assistance
Financial Aid (for those who qualify)

See BMCprograms.info for program duration, tuition, fees and other costs, median debt,
federal salary data, alumni success, programmatic accreditation and other important info.
© 2011 Brown Mackie College 2640 Accredited Member, ACICS Licensed by
the Commission for Independent Education, 325 West Gaines Street, Suite
1414, Tallahassee, FL 32399-0400; 1.888.224.6684.

NP0911

One Herald Plaza • Miami, FL 33132
A non-profit institution. Accredited by the Accrediting
Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS)

1.800.509.5402

Campuses in Miami and Ft. Lauderdale

Campuses in Miami
and Ft. Lauderdale

CAREER EDUCATION

Make a Difference
With Career Education
Call ATI Today!

Contact ATI for a complete list of programs.

4 Miami / Fort Lauderdale
Locations
Programs vary by location

No HS diploma or GED? Inquire
about how to get started without it.

Financial Aid Available
To Those Who Qualify

888.513.6701
ATIFLSchools.com

For disclosure information regarding any ATI program, visit the above URL.
ATI Career Training Center – Miami, Florida is a branch location of the Oakland Park,
Florida campus. ATI Career Training Center – College of Health is a satellite location of the
Oakland Park campus. *NASM Approved Provider. **Degree Programs.

Applicable for diploma programs

November 10-November 16, 2011

▼ Day and Evening Classes
▼ Graduate Employment Assistance
▼ Flexible Schedules
▼ Approved for Veterans Training

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

• Medical Administrative
Assisting Technology
• Medical Assisting Technology
• Medical Office Administration
• Diagnostic Ultrasound Technology**
• Respiratory Therapy**
• Personal Fitness Trainer*
• Automotive Service Technician
• Air Conditioning, Heating,
Refrigeration and Appliances

| Classified | Adult | HeAltH Wellness | employment | services | reAl estAte & rentAls |

PRIVATE
(JS)
AD PROOF:
INVESTIGATION
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SoutheaSt FLorida Pain ManageMent

SoMe reStriCtionS aPPLY

954.771.3553

41 east Commercial Blvd. • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334Medical director dr. rincon

AIT
SHORT WS
TIME
ITIVE
COMPETES
PRIC

JACK GOLOFF, D.O.
Complete Pain Care Practice
Board Certiﬁed in Family Practice

2020 NE 48th Ct. Ft. Lauderdale
The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or
be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination, or treatment that is performed as a result of
and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service,
examination or treatment.

FREE...

3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS - Vacation www.travelersclub100.com
954.404.8157

Expand your practice/business to another
city or state! If the answer is YES!!!
Call 877-779-2244 Turnkey Operations

Start up from A-Z, hiring staff including MD/DO/Mid level
providers, licensing, inspection and more nationwide

2500 E COMMERCIAL BLVD.
FT L AUDERDALE, FL 33308
Friend New Times Broward Palm Beach on Facebook and
follow us on Twitter to get the latest news, deals, free stuff
offers, event updates and more!

MUST
HAVE APP!
Find the best things to do wherever you are! Experience the
Best of restaurants, nightlife, entertainment and more by
downloading the FREE “Best Of” app. Search “Best Of” in
the app store.

Call 954-980-2780, DrGrenci@bellsouth.net

EMPLOYMENT ATTORNEYS

Ph. D. Specializing: desire/repair/changes/excitement!
Individuals/couples; All Lifestyles; dating; alternative fun

INJURY LAWYER free consult
call 24/7 Toll Free 1-877-499-HURT(4878)

DEPRESSED?

954.493.8880

SUBOXONE TREATMENT AVAILABLE

@GetWithIt!

BEST Relationships Expert + SEX COACH

OVERTIME CLAIMS / UNPAID WAGES.
Free initial consultation Julisse Jimenez, Esq.
Florida Law Partners. 305 371-8064 Miami

Bankruptcy Attorney!!!

OVER 25 YRS BANKRUPTCY EXPERIENCE

www.dont-sweat-the-debt.com - (954) 458-7600

PAIN BEE GONE!! GRAND OPENING!!
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!

$100 OFF INITIAL VISIT! CALL 561-218-4951
Walk Ins welcomed! No-Wait! Open Mon - Fri 9AM-5PM
22749 St. Rd. 7, Ste E, Boca Raton • www.AllcareHealth.org

South Florida Detox
954.533.6568

www.southfloridadetox.com
3 Offices
( Broward to Port St. Lucie )
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT Teams of 2 (two) Needed!
Salary, housing, utilities and bonuses. Tools and
transportation a must. Willing to relocate. 1-866-553-3613.
Call Monday- Friday, 9:00am-5:00pm Central Time.
No weekend Calls!

SPORTS MEMORABILIA FOR SALE...

NY Yanks, Patriots, Dolphins and more. 305-898-5206

HGH, Testosterone, HcG
Hormone Replacement, B-12
WCB Call 954-915-3522

TAKE VIAGRA? SAVE $500.

Viagra 100mg, Cialis 20mg.40 pill+ 4 FREE, only $99.00. #1
Male Enhancement, discreet shipping. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. 1-888-797-9026

PAIN MANAGEMENT

DETOX Treatment - Opiates
Suboxone Certified - $50 Off Initial Visit
Sheridan Medical Centre 954-885-9874

TOP PAY For RNs, LPNs, CNAs, CMAs,

PAIN Management! Walk ins Welcome!
Short Wait Time, Call 954-421-1114.

TRADEMARK FOR SALE
SPIZZY ! Contact : dbaartete1@gmail.com

Bonus Free Gas 1-800-656-4414 AACO Nursing Agency

Unplanned Pregnancy Hotline

You may qualify for a clinical research study.

1-877-SEGAL- 88

Free & Confidential. Call 305-824-1788

Wellness Center of Valdosta
Grand Opening!!! No wait
Call today 229-269-4250

Wellness Center of Valdosta
Grand Opening!!! No wait
Call today 229-269-4250

Mattress Set, King $200

JACK M. GOLOFF, D.O.

Issues on: Safe Medical/Surgical Procedures, Male/Female
Reproductive Health, STDs Testing & Treatment Since 1999

PAIN CARE PRACTICE

Qn $150 Full $130 Twin $100 - 954.465.6498
Furniture Available - Can Deliver

DEFENSE LAWYER

CRIMINAL - STATE & FED
31 YEARS LEGAL EXP SOUTH FLORIDA

954-771-7445
www.floridaattorney.net

All New Blackjack!
Mardi Gras Casino

831 N Fed HWY (877) 55 SLOTS

THE ONE-STOP-CENTER
FOR LEGAL SOLUTIONS

November 10-November 16, 2011

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

Chronic Pain Relief We Only
New PatieNts short wait Periods
Free iNitaL Visit
DETOX

CRIMINAL DEFENSE
DUI/ DWI • Drug Cases • Juvenile
Theft /Robbery • Felonies • Misdemeanors
DIVORCE & FAMILY LAW
Divorce • Modification • Custody
Paternity • Alimony • Child Support
OTHER SERVICES INCLUDE:
Car Accidents/Injuries • Foreclosure Defense
Business •Immigration • Law Oﬃce Management
Loan Modification • Real Estate • and more
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Mark Bakay Esq.• 3600 S SR 7, Ste. 328 • Miramar, FL 33023

CALL (407) 272-0873

INTERNS
WANTED!!
Get great experience working for one of the hottest

publications in South Florida. New Times Broward Palm
Beach is seeking interns in Marketing and Business. Please
send resumes to jackie.carlson@browardpalmbeach.com.

TIRED OF FLORIDA HASSLES?
GEORGIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES!
2191 Northlake Parkway, Tucker, GA

SUBOXONE OPIATE DETOX!!!

Take Your LIFE Back!!!
$100 OFF Initial Visit $45 OFF Meds
Palm Beach Wellness Center 561.429.3973

CALL 678-822-5810

JOIN
THE STREET TEAM!
Love attending cool events and working with people?

FUN TRAVEL USA!

New Times is seeking friendly, energetic and outgoing
indivuals to be part of the Broward Palm Beach Street Team
to represent the New Times at events and outings.
No prior experience needed. Send email to
jackie.carlson@browardpalmbeach.com.

OPIATE ADDICTION TREATMENT -

Stop abusing pain medications, heroin & yourself. Paul Glassman DO.
$40 to enroll then $40/week+medication+tests. (305) 940-9300

Recovery starts with a call!

Media Sales People Wanted!
Earn $40k+ First Year
Base + Commissions + Benefits
New Times Broward Palm Beach

Board Certified Family Practice
2500 E. Commercial, 33308 954-493-8880

Top Sober House in South Florida!
954-861-8136 - www.pompanobeginners.com

Pain? Angel's Medical Serv Inc.
Pain Mgmt. Appts/Walk-Ins.

Send Resume to salesjobs@browardpalmbeach.com
Call Today Start Today. Paid Training Representing leading
household cleaner.Trnsprtion Paid by Co. 803.565.0799

CC's Accpt. 6043 NW 167 St Ste A-27 M Lakes 305-805-9609

HYDROPONICS
& MORE!
LIGHTING • FERTILIZERS • ACCESSORIES • & MORE!!!

305.805.4382•7207 NW54 St Mia• Blossom-Experience.com

BB & H PAIN
MANAGEMENT
$100 FIRST VISIT!
Pain

Wellness & Pain Center of BroWard

HAS YOUR DOCTOR CLOSED?

Pain

NEW PATIENTS GET 2ND APPOINTMENT ABSOLUTELY FREE
Call Today for aN appoiNTmeNT

954.491.8034

5459 N. federal Hwy • forT lauderdale, fl 33308 ( 4 bloCks NorTH of CommerCial)

Same Day Appointments, No Waiting

7401 N. UNIVERSITY DRIVE SUITE #206
TAMARAC, FL 33321

954.718.2230

FULLY COMPLIANT, ETHICAL PHYSICIAN,
MEMBER OF THE FLORIDA ACCOUNTABLE PHYSICIAN NETWORK.

